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Summary

The expansion of long-distance data communication at a wavelength of 1.55 µm calls for larger
data transfer rates. Consequently, an improvement of emission and modulation properties of lasers
emitting in this wavelength region is of high interest. The utilization of so-called tunnel-injection
(TI) structures in InP-based quantum dot (QD) lasers is promising to fulfill this task. The aim of this
thesis was the realization and analysis of TI structures in the lattice matched InP material system
and incorporation into a high-speed laser design. These consist of an InGaAs quantum well (QW),
an InAlGaAs barrier as well as InAs quantum dots or a stack of multiple QD structures.
The samples for this thesis were prepared using molecular beam epitaxy. The optimization of the
QD growth yielded a low-temperature small full width at half maximum (FWHM) photolumines-
cence (PL) linewidth below 30 meV and an emission wavelength of 1.55 µm. The challenging
fabrication of the QWs (needed for the TI structures), grown by shuttering technique, resulted in
lattice matched InGaAs QWs with a specific transition energy.
To optimize the energy band structure of the lasers, the strong influence of the QW (energy band
alignment) and the barrier (coupling strength) thicknesses on the emission properties of the afore-
mentioned TI structures was investigated. Interestingly, a shift from QW to QD dominated emission
or vice versa was observed at room temperature in dependence of these conditions. An optimum
thickness of 3 nm and 1.8 nm was discovered for the QW and barrier, respectively, for the highest
achievable ratio between the integrated intensities of QD and QW related emission. Moreover, a
narrowing of the FWHM PL linewidth was observed for the TI structures in comparison to QD ref-
erence structures at 10 K, even though the emission was originating from the QDs. Growth related
structural and morphological changes were excluded, which makes a narrowing by the selection
of the emitting dots through the tunneling process plausible.
The TI structures were implemented into a high-speed QD laser design and compared to standard
QD lasers. By improving the energy band alignment, an increase in modal gain of 11 cm−1

to 17 cm−1 per dot layer was demonstrated. In addition, small signal modulation measurements
revealed a maximum modulation bandwidth of 14.9 GHz for the QD laser, while the best performing
TI QD laser showed a bandwidth of 8.6 GHz. The relative difference was not as big for large signal
modulation measurements, since the highest achievable data rates were 28 Gb/s and 23 Gb/s for
the QD and TI QD lasers, respectively. However, an incorporation of p-type doping on the one
hand increased the modal gain to up to 23 cm−1 per dot layer. On the other hand, the threshold
current densities raised by up to 40 %. A strong increase in small signal modulation bandwidth of
the TI QD laser by 23 % was the result. Furthermore, overall a deterioration of the temperature
stability was detected for the doped laser structures.
In order to further improve the performance of QD and TI QD lasers, the application of post growth
rapid thermal annealing (RTA) was investigated. By applying different RTA temperatures to both
laser types, an enormous improvement of the evaluated static para-meters was observed for the
QD laser. However, the emission properties of the TI QD laser did change unpredictably. Different
strengths of the emission shifts of QW and QDs and the resulting misalignment of the energy band
structure working against the improving material quality for higher RTA temperatures could be the
reason.
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Zusammenfassung

Größere Datenübertragungsraten erfordern die Ausweitung der Datenfernkommunikation bei einer
Wellenlänge von 1,55 µum. Dazu ist eine Verbesserung von Laser-Modulationseigenschaften,
die in diesem Wellenlängenbereich emittieren, von großem Interesse. Eine Möglichkeit dies zu
erzielen, könnte die Verwendung von Tunnelinjektionsstrukturen (TI, engl. tunnel-injection) in InP-
basierten Quantenpunktlasern (QDs, engl. quantum dots) sein. Dazu wurde im Rahmen dieser
Arbeit die Realisierung und Analyse von TI-Strukturen im gitterangepassten InP-Materialsystem
und die Einbindung in ein Hochgeschwindigkeits-Laserdesign angestrebt. Diese bestehen aus
einem InGaAs-Quantentopf (QW, engl. quantum well), einer InAlGaAs-Barriere sowie InAs-QDs
oder einem Stapel von QD-Strukturen.
Die Proben für diese Arbeit wurden unter Verwendung von Molekularstrahlepitaxie hergestellt.
Die Optimierung des QD-Wachstums ergab eine geringe Halbwertsbreite (FWHM, engl. full width
at half maximum) der Photolumineszenz (PL, engl. photoluminescence) unter 30 meV und eine
Emissionswellenlänge von 1,55 µm erreicht werden. Durch die shuttering-Technik wurden git-
terangepasste InGaAs-QWs erzeugt, welche eine spezifischen Übergangsenergie aufwiesen.
Um die elektronische Bandstruktur des aktiven Lasermaterials zu optimieren, wurde der Einfluss
der QW- (Energiebandausrichtung) und Barrierendicke (Kopplungsstärke) auf die Emissionseigen-
schaften der TI-Strukturen untersucht. Bei Raumtemperatur wurde in Abhängigkeit von diesen Be-
dingungen bei Betrachtung der integrierten Intensitäten eine QW- bzw. QD-dominierter Emission
beobachtet. Für den QW und die Barriere wurde eine optimale Dicke von 3 nm bzw. 1,8 nm für das
höchste erreichbare Verhältnis zwischen den integrierten Intensitäten der QD- und QW-Emission
gefunden. Außerdem wurde für die TI-Strukturen eine Verringerung der FWHM-PL-Linienbreite
im Vergleich zur QD-Referenz bei 10 K beobachtet. Wachstumsbedingte strukturelle und morpho-
logische Veränderungen wurden ausgeschlossen, was eine Verkleinerung durch die Auswahl der
emittierenden Punkte durch den Tunnelprozess plausibel macht.
Die TI-Strukturen wurden in ein Hochgeschwindigkeits-QD-Laserdesign implementiert und mit
QD-Lasern verglichen. Durch eine Anpassung der Quantisierungsenergien zwischen QW und
QDs konnte ein Anstieg der modalen Verstärkung von 11 cm−1 bis 17 cm−1 pro QD-Schicht er-
reicht werden. Darüber hinaus ergaben Kleinsignalmodulationsmessungen eine maximale Modula-
tionsbandbreite von 14,9 GHz für den QD-Laser, während der beste TI-QD-Laser nur eine Band-
breite von 8,6 GHz aufwies. Bei Messungen mit Großsignalmodulation hingegen wurden Daten-
raten in Höhe von 28 Gb/s und 23 Gb/s für QD- bzw. TI-QD-Laser erreicht. Eine p-Dotierung der
aktiven Zone erhöhte die modale Verstärkung auf bis zu 23 cm−1 pro QD-Schicht. Die Schwellen-
stromdichten wurden jedoch um bis zu 40 % erhöht. Dies resultierte in einer Erhöhung der Mo-
dulationsbandbreite der TI QD Laser um 23 %. Weiterhin wurde für die dotierten Laserstrukturen
insgesamt eine Verschlechterung der Temperaturstabilität beobachtet.
Eine Möglichkeit die Performance von QD-Lasern zu verbessern, ist die zusätzliche Anwendung
eines thermischen Ausheilprozesses (RTA, engl. rapid thermal annealing) nach dem Wachs-
tum. Durch die Verwendung verschiedener RTA-Temperaturen auf QD- und TI-QD-Laserproben
wurden die statischen Kenndaten für den QD-Laser deutlich verbessert werden. Die Emissions-
eigenschaften des TI-QD-Lasers änderten sich jedoch unvorhersehbar.
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1 Introduction

Laser devices have been realized and fabricated in many different ways. Semiconductor diode

lasers are special, since they can be operated just by applying an electrical current. The injected

carriers recombine in the active region, which generates the laser light within the device. Thus,

high wall-plug efficiencies are realizable. In addition, the dimensions of these lasers are in the

range of several µm to a few mm. Their properties make them interesting optoelectronic devices.

Thus, they have been widely used in many applications, e.g. recording and reading on different

storage media (DVD, Blu-ray), laser pointers, distance measurements or as tools for surgery and

other medical treatments. High-power lasers are also utilized in material processing like welding

or soldering. An especially important field of application is the optical telecommunication, which

requests larger data transfer rates over long distances.

Fused silica fibers are widely used for optical data communication over short and long distances.

There are three wavelengths at which the optical absorption of these fibers has a local minimum.

Data transmission over short distances and in local area networks is preferably done at a wave-

length of about 0.85 µm. The equipment needed for such optical links is comparably cheap with

a sufficiently high data rate. Unfortunately, the fiber absorption at this wavelength is still consider-

able, which makes the use of 850 nm lasers for communication over long distances unattractive.

A relative absorption minimum in standard fibers lies at 1.3 µm and is used for optical links of

medium distances. Here the overall optical absorption is still too high for data communication over

long distances. Thus, the wavelength of 1.55 µm is used, since the attenuation of the fused silica

fibers has its global minimum there. In order to transfer large amounts of data in a relatively small

time frame, laser devices emitting at this wavelength are needed with good high-speed modulation

properties.

The use of quantum dots (QDs) as active medium in semiconductor diode lasers has shown seve-

ral advantages over their bulk or quantum well (QW) counterparts for the use in optical data trans-

mission. QD lasers have exhibited a high temperature stability over wide temperature ranges [1–4],

a low threshold current density and thus a low operation current [5, 6] and wide spectral tunabil-

ity [7], which allowed the devices to be operated at specific desired wavelengths. Furthermore, due
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to their zero dimension-like density of states, a very low linewidth enhancement factor (α-factor)

was predicted [8, 9] and measured [10, 11], which resulted in smaller linewidths and a reduced

frequency chirp. Moreover, a strong resistance to optical feedback was observed [12].

Unfortunately, for many years QD lasers were limited in differential gain, modal gain and especially

high-speed performance. Due to the small volume of a QD, the carrier capture efficiency is low.

Additionally, there is a considerable population of higher order or wetting layer states in the QDs,

which slows down the carrier relaxation process into the QD ground state (GS). Effectively, this

increases the nonlinear gain and consequently restricts the modulation bandwidth [13, 14]. In

the early nineties, a so-called tunnel-injection (TI) scheme was proposed by P. Bhattacharya and

colleagues [15], which should bypass these limitations by injecting cold carriers directly into the

lasing state. At first this concept was proven by a coupled bulk-QW system in the active region of

a GaAs based QW laser device. Furthermore, a strong improvement in small signal modulation

bandwidth was shown for GaAs-based QW lasers (40 GHz, 48 GHz extrapolated) [16] and InP-

based QW lasers (20 GHz, 26 GHz extrapolated) [17], surpassing similar state of the art lasers.

Despite the success of the TI structure in QW lasers, the scheme was soon expanded to the

coupled QW-QD system due to the general shift of the focus of research to QDs as the active

medium in semiconductor lasers.

The basic idea of the TI scheme is, to have a QD layer separated from a QW by a thin poten-

tial barrier. Due to an increased carrier capture efficiency and a reduced carrier relaxation time

compared to the QDs [18, 19], the QW serves as a carrier reservoir. The carriers are captured

and relax inside the QW. From there the QD GS is fed with cold carriers, where recombination

and thus lasing occurs. The resulting device performance is strongly dependent on the tunneling

probability. In order to achieve this, the energy band structure has to be well aligned. It is widely

accepted, that an optimum alignment can be achieved by placing the QD electron GS exactly one

optical phonon energy (36 meV) below the QW GS. Still, a relatively wide energy range exists,

that can be utilized [20]. Furthermore, due to faster thermalization times of holes compared to

electrons, an injection QW appears to be more important for electrons [21], which is the reason

why many designs only use one QW. A variety of material systems have been the subject of re-

search, e.g. InGaN/GaN [22] or InAs/GaAs QDs [23] with an InGaN injector QW, InAs/GaAs QDs

with an InGaAs [24–26] or an InGaAsN [27] injector QW and InAs/InP QDs or dashes with an In-

GaAs injector QW [6,28]. These studies were accompanied by theoretical analysis and numerical

calculations, mostly focusing on the performance, gain characteristics and the modulation speed

of TI QD lasers [29,30]. Although the research has been plentiful, the underlying physics seem to
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be poorly understood. Further studies might help shed more light on this matter, which hopefully

results in laser devices with improved emission properties.

The last few years were accompanied by a strong improvement in the InAs QD material quality

with a narrowing of the size distribution and thus a reduction of the inhomogeneous broadening.

This resulted in strong advances for 1.55 µm QD lasers with record values in temperature stability

(T0 > 140 K,T1 > 900 K) and high-speed performance (17.5 GHz and 35 GBit/s for small and

large signal modulation, respectively) [4,31], surpassing the lasers utilizing a TI structure.

Consequently, the aim of this thesis was to realize and optimize TI structures grown on InP sub-

strates for the emission at 1.55 µm and a possible application in telecommunication. The chosen

material system was lattice matched to InP, which made the implementation into a high-speed

laser design without any adjustments possible. Thus, a direct comparison with previously ob-

tained results was feasible. In order to do this, all utilized lasers were specifically grown without

p-type doping in the active region, contrary to basically all TI QD lasers presented in literature.

The following second and third chapters will focus on the theoretical and experimental background,

respectively, which are needed to understand the experimental data and the conclusions drawn

from it. The fourth chapter describes the optimization process of the used QD material and the TI

structures mainly by photoluminescence (PL) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements.

The implementation of the optimized structures into a high-speed laser design is summarized

within the fifth chapter. The emission characteristics of lasers dependent on the injection current as

well as their high-speed performance is compared to pure QD lasers. The final chapter focusses

on a different approach for improving the performance of TI QD lasers besides optimizing the

energy band alignment. The effects of rapid thermal annealing (RTA) on TI QD and QD lasers

were analyzed by PL measurements as well as their power-current emission characteristics.

All experiments performed for this thesis were conducted under the framework of the QuCoS

project (RE1110/16-1), which was funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. The aim of

this project is to investigate coupled two-dimensional (QW) and zero-dimensional (QDs) semicon-

ductor-based structures in order to achieve an improved understanding of the underlying physics

and to further improve the modulation properties of InP-based QD lasers. The project is a joint

collaboration between the groups of Prof. G. Sȩk from the Wroclaw University of Science and

Technology (WUST), Prof. G. Eisenstein from Technion, Prof. F. Jahnke from the University of

Bremen and our group at the University of Kassel. The main contribution of my work is focussed

on the epitaxial growth of test samples for basic investigations and of laser structures, the ini-

tial spectroscopic analysis as well as the basic characterization of laser devices including small
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signal analysis. The device fabrication was performed by the technical staff at the Institute of

Nanostructure Technologies and Analytics (INA). Additional technical support was given for device

characterization. The initial sample design, in-depth spectroscopic analyses and basic theoreti-

cal modelling were performed by collaboration partners from Wroclaw. A more in-depth theoretical

analysis was done by both, the groups from Technion and Bremen. Finally, large signal modulation

measurements of the fabricated laser devices were carried out by G. Eisenstein’s group.
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2 Fundamentals

2.1 III-V compound semiconductors / InP based material system

The term "semiconductor" includes materials, whose Fermi level lies between the occupied va-

lence band and the unoccupied conduction band. The size of the bandgap of semiconductors is

significantly lower than of insulators and usually in the range of a few electron volts. Furthermore,

the conductivity of semiconducting materials can be varied by the incorporation of small doping

amounts by many orders of magnitude. Semiconductors themselves can be divided in two differ-

ent categories due to the carrier transition between conduction and valence bands. The minimal

energy state in the conduction band as well as the maximal energy state in the valence band can

be characterized by the momentum of an electron in the Brillouin zone. If they are the same, the

carrier’s momentum does not need to change during the transition from one band to the other

and thus these materials are called direct bandgap semiconductors. If both electron momentums

differ from each other, momentum needs to be transferred to the crystal lattice in order for this

transition to happen. The materials with this characteristic are called indirect bandgap semicon-

ductors. The most famous and best investigated semiconductor is silicon. Almost all electronic

devices and circuits are based upon this material. Unfortunately, it is not very useful for optoelec-

tronic components due to its indirect bandgap. In contrast, the family of so-called III-V compound

semiconductors are good candidates for these applications, since many of them possess a direct

bandgap. They are consisting of elements from the third period of the periodic table of elements

(e.g. gallium, indium or aluminum) and elements of the fifth period (e.g. arsenic, phosphorus or an-

timony). The most prominent representative of this group is GaAs. The arsenic based compounds

GaAs, AlAs and InAs as well as their phosphorus counterparts GaP, AlP and InP crystallize in the

zinc blende structure, only their lattice constant differs.

The bandgap energy/wavelength versus the lattice constant of important binary III-V compound

semiconductors is shown in Fig. 2.1. The ratios of ternary compounds (two group-III elements),

which result from mixing the corresponding binary components, are indicated by the connecting

lines. All the investigations performed for this work were done in the InP based material system,
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2.1 III-V compound semiconductors / InP based material system

Figure 2.1: Plot of bandgap energy/wavelength versus the lattice constant of important binary com-

pound semiconductors. The connecting lines indicate the ratios of ternary compounds resulting

from mixing the corresponding binary components [32].

since the targeted emission wavelength for grown lasers is 1.55 µm. Unfortunately, this is not

possible to achieve with the GaAs based material system. In addition, a lattice matched and thus

defect-free growth is desired. In contrast to GaAs, there is no other binary material with a similar or

the same lattice constant as InP. As seen by the connecting lines between InAs and AlAs as well

as between InAs and GaAs, there are ternary compounds with the same lattice constant as InP

(In0.532Ga0.468As and In0.523Al0.477As). Still, the bandgaps of these materials are fixed. Since it

can be beneficial to adjust the bandgap to the specific task at hand, quaternary compounds (three

group-III elements) may be used. The lattice matching condition is kept, while the bandgap can

be changed in between certain boundaries. The three binary compounds InAs, GaAs and AlAs

span an area and depending on the composition of the InxAlyGa1−x−yAs alloy, all lattice constant-

bandgap energy combinations in this area may be reached. If the lattice constant is fixed, all

bandgap energies between those of In0.532Ga0.468As and In0.523Al0.477As are available, which in

total spans an energy range of about 800 meV.
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2.2 Molecular beam epitaxy

2.2 Molecular beam epitaxy

Thin films can be fabricated utilizing various sophisticated techniques, that can be divided into

two groups, the physical vapor deposition (PVD) and the chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Within

PVD, the pure source material is evaporated, e.g. via high electrical power or laser ablation. The

gaseous matter is brought to the substrate through a process chamber, where it condensates and

creates the desired layer. In CVD techniques, a precursor species of the material, which needs to

be deposited, is injected into the process chamber containing the substrate. There, this species

may undergo various chemical reactions or a thermal decomposition, which leaves the desired

layer on the sample surface. Any byproduct is removed from the chamber by the use of a carrier

gas flow.

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is a physical vapor deposition method and was developed by John

R. Arthur and Al Y. Cho at Bell Telephone Laboratories in the late 1960s [33–36]. It is a technique

for the growth of very thin epitaxial structures made of semiconductors, metals or insulators [37].

Depending on whether the layer to be grown consists of the same material as the substrate or

not, this is called homo- or heteroepitaxy, respectively. Molecular or atomic beams of thermal

energy strike the heated substrate in ultra-high vacuum, which then crystallize into thin layers. The

composition and doping of the layers depend only on the relative arrival rates of the particles on

the substrate and thus on the evaporation rates of the individual substances. With slow growth

rates of 1 µm/h, there is sufficient time for surface migration of impinging particles to make the

resulting layers crystalline, almost defect-free and thus very smooth. The advantages of MBE

are the precise control of growth conditions and beam flows. Growth in ultra-high vacuum greatly

reduces the incorporation of impurities, so that samples grown by this method have a high purity.

2.2.1 MBE fundamentals

In a typical MBE setup several effusion cells loaded with different elements are installed at one

side of the growth reactor, directly opposite of the sample holder (compare Fig. 2.2). These are

heated and the evaporated fluxes can be controlled by the cell temperatures. Mechanical shutters

in front of the cells are used to start and stop the individual beams. Hence, no deposition occurs,

if a shutter is closed. Since shutters usually only need a fraction of a second to move, sharp

interfaces between layers can easily be achieved and a submonolayer control of the deposition

is possible. In order to obtain comparable beam shapes, all of the cells are inclined by a certain

angle against the substrate surface. Furthermore, the beams themselves are not homogeneous in
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2.2 Molecular beam epitaxy

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of an MBE reaction chamber. Figure modified according

to [32].

space, which is a consequence of the chamber and cell geometry. These circumstances result in

a non-uniform deposition across the sample, which is solved by rotating the sample during growth.

Depending on the deposited layer thicknesses sufficiently high turning rates are needed to ensure

the uniformity. The substrate holder is additionally equipped with a heater, which elevates the

sample to an adequate temperature, appropriate for the present growth process (for details see

section 2.2.2). Since the growth process can be very sensitive to the actual substrate temperature

(e.g. QD growth), it can be monitored by a pyrometer or similar device (not visualized in Fig. 2.2).

An ion gauge is used to measure the pressure and thus the flux originating from the individual

effusion cells before and after growth. It is installed on the backside of the sample holder, which

can be brought into the beam path. A reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) system

can be used to examine the surface structure during growth. This is especially interesting for

temperature sensitive processes like QD formation.

In order to prevent contamination and assure a high level of purity of the grown layers, ultra-

high vacuum is permanently maintained inside the growth chamber. This is done by a series
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2.2 Molecular beam epitaxy

of pumps, which are responsible for different vacuum levels. In order to keep the pressure in

the growth chamber, the sample is brought into and out of the chamber through a ventable lock.

The most important parameters to assure the desired conditions are the mean free path, i.e.

the average distance covered by a particle without colliding with another particle, and the one

monolayer deposition time of the residual gas present in the growth chamber.

Within the chamber, the pressure needs to be low enough that the mean free path L is signifi-

cantly bigger than the distance between the substrate and the effusion cells. Thus, the particles

originating from the cells do not interact with the residual gas molecules and can be described by

the following equation:

L = 3.11 · 10−24 T

pd2
(2.1)

Here d describes the molecule diameter, T the temperature and p the pressure. Using typical val-

ues, a maximum pressure in the range of 1 · 10−4 mbar can be derived, which is significantly higher

than the usual operating pressures of actual MBE reactors and thus automatically fulfilled [37]. In

order to grow a sufficiently pure epitaxial layer, the following relation between the one monolayer

deposition times of the background vapor t1v and the beam t1b should be fulfilled [37]:

t1b = 10−5 · t1v (2.2)

Using again realistic assumptions at room temperature (RT), this requirement is met for a back-

ground pressure of less than 1 · 10−11 mbar. Since the growth chamber is usually cooled by liquid

N2, decreasing the amount of residual gas atoms, this value will be higher and can be met by real

MBE systems with a background pressure in the range of 1 · 10−9 mbar to 5 · 10−11 mbar [37].

Since the mentioned characteristics need to be fulfilled as good as possible, any source of in-

creased pressure has to be taken care of. Furthermore, it has to be ensured, that the partial

pressures of reactive gases (e.g. H2O, CO, O2) are very low (≤ 10−14 mbar). Thus, no reaction

with the growing layer or the cell materials should take place. Consequently, searching for a leak-

age and solving the issue that is causing it can be tedious work but is absolutely necessary. This

can be done by spraying He around the area, where a leakage is suspected. A mass spectrometer

is used to observe an increased partial pressure of He, if an actual leakage was detected.

The composition of the residual gas is dependent on the current growth state of the chamber.

During and some time after growth, it is dominated by group-V elements. As long as no cells are

opened for an extended amount of time, low mass atoms and molecules (e.g. H2) are dominating,
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2.2 Molecular beam epitaxy

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of different processes particles are exposed to, which hit the

substrate surface, after being emitted from an effusion cell. This leads in the end to epitaxial

crystal growth. Figure modified according to [37].

since these are poorly pumped out of the system. However, this is typically not an issue, as the

incorporation into the crystal lattice is unlikely.

2.2.2 Growth process and modes

Particles released from the different effusion cells hit the substrate and may go through various

thermodynamical processes until they are incorporated into the crystal lattice (shown schemati-

cally in Fig. 2.3).

Upon impact, the particles are weakly bound to the surface by physisorption [37]. These bonds

can be broken by thermal energy, which allows the molecules to move along the substrate surface.

During the migratory process they lose energy to the substrate atoms, which can lead to the

dissociation of molecules. This movement ends at an energetically favorable lattice site, e.g. at

step edges or at vacancies, where bonds are formed with the atoms of the substrate and the

growing layer. Thus, the particles become part of the crystal lattice. This process is also known

as chemisorption. During all these processes, desorption of the impinging atoms may occur. The

probability of this is greater for the much weaker bound physisorbed atoms than for the already

chemically bound atoms.

The so-called migration length is the average distance traveled by an atom until it settles down.

It is highly dependent on the substrate temperature, becomes larger with increasing temperature
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2.2 Molecular beam epitaxy

and improves the quality of the lattice structure. By contrast, if the substrate temperature is too

low, the migration length is reduced, which leads to more imperfections and vacancies in the grown

layer reducing the structural quality.

Additionally, the desorption rate Rdes of atoms from the surface is strongly dependent on the

substrate temperature as well and can be described with:

Rdes ∝ e
−Edes

kBT (2.3)

Edes describes the energy necessary to desorb an atom from the surface [38]. This implies, that

the actual desorption rate strongly depends on the grown material as well as on the growth condi-

tions. A noticeable desorption rate for InAs and InP can be observed for substrate temperatures

≥ 520 ◦C under standard growth conditions [39, 40]. Similar results were obtained for GaAs at

temperatures ≥ 620 ◦C, while AlAs did not show any significant desorption rate until a growth tem-

perature (GT) of 700 ◦C [41]. This in conclusion signifies, that the GT needs to be high enough to

secure good material quality, but low enough, that no significant amount of material reevaporates

during growth.

The sticking coefficient (ratio of the number of molecules that adsorb to a surface and the total

number of atoms that impinge on the substrate during the same period of time) of the group-

V elements is very low at elevated temperatures typical for MBE growth. Hence, no liquid or

amorphous material is formed on the substrate surface and the materials can be provided in

excess. In contrast, the sticking coefficient of group-III elements is typically close to unity. If only

group-III elements impinge on the substrate surface, the formation of liquid or amorphous material

is the result. Thus, the actual crystal growth rate of III-V-compound semiconductors is limited by

the supply of group-III elements. The growth is called group-III- or group-V-rich, depending on

whether stoichiometrically more group-III or group-V elements are offered, respectively. In MBE

usually group-V-rich growth conditions are necessary, since the desorption from the surface has

to be compensated continuously preventing the destruction of the surface. Group-III-rich growth is

usually not desirable, since defects or amorphous phases are formed deteriorating the structure

properties.

Similar to the GT, the V/III beam equivalent pressure ratio (V/III ratio) has a big impact on the

layer growth. The migration length of the group-III elements is reduced for higher ratios, since

bonding partners are more easily found and an incorporation in the crystal is faster. If the migration

length becomes too short, this results in the same crystal lattice defects described for a too low

GT. However, if the V/III ratio is too low, there are not enough bonding partners for the group-
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2.2 Molecular beam epitaxy

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of (a) the Volmer-Weber or island growth mode, (b) the

Frank-van-der-Merwe growth mode and (c) the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode. Θ is the number

of monolayers. Figure modified according to [37].

III elements and thus metallic droplets may be formed on the surface, if an excess of group-

III elements is existent. Furthermore, the lack of group-V elements increases the probability of

desorption. Again, there is a tradeoff and an optimum value has to be determined for each layer

and purpose.

The growth rates of binary compounds (group-III element + group-V element) are determined by

the beam fluxes emitted from the effusion cells and the sticking coefficient of the group-III element

involved. The beam flux can be directly changed through the cell temperature, while the sticking

coefficient is dependent on the substrate temperature. For ternary or quaternary compounds the

total growth rate is the sum of the growth rates of the binary compounds, which they consist of.

Finally, the composition of these compounds is the same, as the ratio of the growth rates of the

different binary materials. Since the growth rates are determined by the group-III element beam

fluxes and their sticking coefficients, the V/III ratio has to be determined by the group-V element

flux. Taken together, especially, the substrate temperature, growth rate and V/III ratio have to be

calibrated for all desired applications.

Doping may be incorporated during growth into the semiconductors, allowing highly complex dop-

ing profiles. The impurities directly determine the electrical and optoelectronic properties of the

prepared devices. Since the fluxes originating from the doping cells are very low, the doping

amount has to be calibrated ahead of the growth of sophisticated structures.

Altogether, three different growth modes can be distinguished (compare Fig. 2.4). In Volmer-Weber

or island growth mode (Fig. 2.4a), the bonds of the layer atoms to one another are significantly
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2.2 Molecular beam epitaxy

stronger than to the atoms of the substrate surface. Upon impact, small clusters form, which then

grow into larger islands. The Frank-van-der-Merwe growth mode (Fig. 2.4b) works in contrast

to the island growth mode. The bonds between layer atoms are significantly weaker than the

bonds of the substrate atoms to each other. Furthermore, the lattice constants of both, the grown

layer as well as the substrate, need to be the same or at least very similar to enable this growth

mode. At first, a monolayer is formed before further layers are deposited. Thus, the crystal grows

monolayer wise. The last growth mode is called Stranski-Krastanov growth mode (Fig. 2.4c) and is

a mixture of the other two modes. This can happen, if the lattice constant of the growing material

is not equal to the substrates. The growing material adapts to the substrate lattice constant until

a critical thickness is reached. Then the growth transitions to a three-dimensional island growth.

Further deposition allows the lattice constant to relax, while the island size increases. Apart from

the lattice mismatch, other sources may be the reason for the transition to this growth mode [37].

2.2.3 In-situ temperature measurements

As already mentioned in the last section, the substrate temperature is a very important growth

parameter and needs to be controlled precisely. A couple of different techniques allow substrate

temperature measurements during growth and have their own advantages, disadvantages and

limitations. The accuracies of the temperature measurements vary in addition to the method and

the grown layers. These techniques include, but are not limited to, thermocouple, RHEED and

optical pyrometer.

For thermocouple measurements, the respective device is placed directly behind the substrate

without contact. The measurement is conducted by the means of thermal radiation. It is very stable

and is usually directly connected to a controller for automatic heating or cooling of the sample.

Unfortunately, this measurement method is not very precise, and the actual surface temperature

may deviate by more than 100 K from the measured value, since the device is not in direct contact

with the substrate.

The temperature measurement with RHEED works by observing changes in the diffraction pattern

at different temperatures. For example, the transition from an amorphous to a crystalline surface

can be seen during oxide desorption. For GaAs this takes place at a temperature of 582 ◦C [42],

while it occurs for InP already at 458 ◦C [43]. The application of this method is limited, since the

transition temperatures need to be known and the temperature dependent pattern change is very

slow and may last over a certain temperature range. Still, as long as the transition temperatures
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2.3 Semiconductor lasers

Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of fundamental physical processes occurring during laser

operation. Figure modified according to [45].

are known and the waiting time between two measurement steps is long enough, this technique

can be used to calibrate other measurement methods.

Optical pyrometry measurements utilize the radiation emitted by the heated substrate and com-

paring it to black body radiation. An emission factor, which takes the emissivity of the sample and

substrate holder as well as the transmissivity of the viewport into account, is used to correct the

measurement. However, an opening of the cell shutter might have an impact on the measure-

ment, since the cells are very hot, emission from these may be reflected from the sample surface,

leading to a jump in the temperature measurement in the range of a few K. Furthermore, the ther-

mal radiation originating from the cells might heat up the sample surface. This is observable by

optical pyrometry, but not by e.g. thermocouple measurements. Nevertheless, optical pyrome-

try performs well over a broad temperature range for a variety of substrates, especially at high

temperatures [44].

2.3 Semiconductor lasers

The word "Laser" stands for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation, which di-

rectly describes the basic functioning principle of lasers, since it amplifies light by exploiting the

physical process of stimulated emission. This process may occur, when an electron from an en-

ergetically higher state E2 transitions into an energetically lower state E1 by an incident photon of

the frequency ν (compare Fig. 2.5). This occurs only, if the energy of the incident photon is the

same as the energy difference of the two states (∆E = hν = E2 − E1). The electron transition

is accompanied by the emission of a second photon of the same phase, energy, polarization and

moves in the same direction as the incident photon. Thus, both photons are coherent. Instead of
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2.3 Semiconductor lasers

Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of a laser resonator. The active medium is located inside

an optical resonator. The structure is externally pumped, and the resulting beam is coupled out

through a permeable mirror. Figure modified according to [45].

being induced by a photon, the same transition can also occur spontaneously after the electron

has been in the energetically excited state for a certain amount of time. The direction of move-

ment, phase and polarization of the photon thus generated are largely random. This process is

called spontaneous emission and is a concurrent process to the stimulated emission. If a photon

of the frequency ν hits an electron in the lower energy state E1 instead of an excited one, it can be

absorbed by the electron and elevate it to the higher energy state E2. Furthermore, several non-

radiating processes, as the Auger effect, may occur, who do not contribute to any light emission,

but rather to the generation of free electrons or heat [45].

In a laser device, both, stimulated emission and absorption, are competing processes, since an

incident photon can either be absorbed or generate a second photon. These processes are de-

pendent on the level of occupation of both energy levels E1 and E2. Under normal conditions most

electrons occupy the lower energy state, which results in the absorption being the dominating pro-

cess. In order to achieve lasing (light amplification), the occupation of the energetically higher state

has to be far higher than of E1, which results in a higher probability for stimulated emission than

for absorption. For semiconductor lasers, this population inversion can be achieved by electrical

injection of electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence band.

A schematic representation of a laser is visualized in Fig. 2.6. The active laser medium of length L

is located in between two plane-parallel mirrors with reflectivities R1 and R2, which make up a

so-called Fabry-Perot resonator. Semiconductor lasers often utilize the facets on each side, left

after the cleaving process. Due to the refractive index difference between the substances and air,

a reflectivity of about 30 % results for the GaAs or InP material systems. Energy is brought into the

laser device from outside to excite electrons into elevated states. The photons emitted by these via
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spontaneous emission are the starting point for the lasing process. Since the generated radiation

is largely isotropic, only a small fraction of these photons travels parallel to the laser axis and

thus can be reflected back and forth between the resonator mirrors. During its movement through

the laser diode, stimulated emission may occur, thereby increasing the number of photons passing

through the cavity. These photons are then reflected back and forth again, producing an increasing

amount of coherent photons, which are finally contributing to the light emission of the laser. The

strength of this effect depends on the population of the lasing state. As already stated, real devices

have mirrors with reflectivities lower than unity and thus some part of the generated light is out-

coupled of the structure, which is the perceivable coherent laser beam. Without the resonator

spontaneous emission prevails as the dominant effect, any light emission will be incoherent and

there is no light amplification possible. The energy of the generated photons is determined by

the bandgap energy of the active material, but, if a high amount of energy is used to excite the

electrons of the system, higher order states may be occupied. This can lead to a broadening and

blue-shift of the gain profile. A continuous inversion has to be maintained in order to keep the laser

running and thus continuous pumping has to be applied. Finally, a stable system with out-coupled

coherent laser light is achieved [45].

Since the light amplification or optical gain g competes against the internal losses αi (e.g. absorp-

tion) and the losses through out-coupling αm, lasing can only happen, if more light is generated

in the device than it is lost from it. Taking a starting number of photons N0 passing through the

active medium of length L, the amount is increased by egL, but reduced by e−αiL. The photons

are reflected at both mirrors and thus N0 is changed to:

N(2L) = N0R1R2 · e(g−αi)2L (2.4)

after a full roundtrip through the resonator. This leads to the following threshold condition for lasing,

since the losses have to at least be compensated by the gain:

R1R2 · e(g−αi)2L ≥ 1↔ g ≥ gthr = αi +
1

L
ln(

1

R
) (2.5)

In this case R =
√
R1R2 and gthr is the gain at threshold. The mirror losses can be defined as

αm = 1
L ln( 1

R). No lasing emission can occur for gain values lower than gthr. As the pumping of

semiconductor lasers is achieved by current injection and the gain is dependent on the injected

current I, a threshold current Ithr or threshold current density Jthr = Ithr/A (A is the pumped

area of the laser) can be defined. Lastly, the so-called transparency current density Jtr can be

defined as the current density, at which the internal absorption is compensated with g(Jtr) = 0.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of a semiconductor laser structure with the corresponding

valence and conduction band diagrams. The active medium is located in between two waveguide

layers as well as two cladding layers with opposite doping.

Thus, the material appears to be transparent for photons traversing it and population inversion is

achieved. Since other loss channels have to be compensated as well to reach lasing, Jtr is always

lower than Jthr. Low threshold currents are desirable for actual laser devices, since self-heating

effects are minimized as much as possible.

2.3.1 Basic structure of laser diodes and devices

The basic structure of a laser as well as the energy band diagram of the valence and conduction

bands are visualized in Fig. 2.7. In principle, the laser is a PIN diode, with the active zone located

within the intrinsic region. The active zone together with the cladding zone form a double he-

terostructure. Electrons accumulate in the conduction band of the n-doped region, while holes are

passing into the valence band from the p-doped region. When a voltage is applied, the electrons

and holes are fed into the intrinsic region. Energy discontinuities are formed at the material inter-

faces, which confines both carrier types in the active region. Furthermore, population inversion is

achieved in this zone, which allows recombination and light amplification by stimulated emission.

Since the cladding layers have a higher energy band gap, the refractive indices of these layers are

lower than that of the active region derived from the Kramers-Kronig relations [46]. This allows the

generated light to be guided in the so-called waveguide region. The doping level of the cladding

layers has to be sufficiently high in order to guarantee good conductivity. Unfortunately, this might

lead to high absorption values, if the layers close to the active region are strongly doped. As a

compromise, the waveguide is usually not doped, whereas the doping level in the cladding is grad-

ually increased towards the outside, whereby the smallest possible electrical resistance should be

achieved.
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In order to receive a working laser device, laser structures have to be further processed after epi-

taxial growth. An optional processing step for these laser structures is the treatment with RTA.

This is primarily done in order to reduce the concentration of point defects and other non-radiative

recombination centers, thus improving the material quality of the structures [47]. A resulting sig-

nificant increase in small signal modulation bandwidth, as well as in temperature stability, was

observed in the GaAs based material system emitting at 1.3 µm [48, 49], dependent on the RTA

temperature. Similar results were observed for InP based QD lasers [31]. This material improve-

ment might be accompanied by a blueshift of the emission wavelength depending on the annealing

temperature.

So-called broad area (BA) lasers are the simplest device options and can be fabricated relatively

fast and with high reliability. Contact stripes are evaporated on top of the structure, while a contact

layer is deposited on the bottom. The laser is cleaved perpendicular to the contact stripes, thus

resulting in laser cavities of certain lengths with cleaved facets as the resonators. This results in

the stripe contacts to reach across the whole laser cavity. Since the current can flow through the

laser across the whole stripe after contacting, the surface area of the stripe determines the volume

of the pumped active material for the most part. A broadening of the actually pumped volume may

be observed depending on the material system, e.g. resulting in a 20 % increased volume for InP

based lasers for a typical stripe width of 100 µm [50]. The pumped area undergoes a change in

the imaginary part of the refractive index due to the increased population of the excited states.

Spontaneously emitted photons can only travel parallel to the contact stripe, since these would be

absorbed, when traveling through the unpumped material. Consequently, the resulting laser beam

is only emitted through the cleaved facets. This light guiding effect is referred to as gain-guiding.

Ridge-waveguide (RWG) lasers basically differ only in one part from the BA lasers. The top

cladding of the structure is etched away except for a few microns wide ridge. Still, top and bot-

tom contacts are applied, and the cavity of a desired length is cleaved from the fully processed

structure. Due to the small contact area on top of the ridge, the pumped active region is tremen-

dously reduced. This lowers the injection current needed for the lasing process, thus reducing the

thermal and carrier load, which could lead to self-heating of the device. This allows the opera-

tion in continuous-wave (cw) mode, which enables dynamic characterizations such as small signal

modulation measurements.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of ideal output power versus gain current characteristics for

a laser diode. Below a certain threshold current Ithr spontaneous emission is dominating, while it

plateaus above threshold and stimulated emission increases linearly. Figure modified according

to [45].

2.3.2 Important laser characteristics and their determination

Ideal output power P vs. gain current I characteristics of a laser diode are visualized in Fig. 2.8.

The device starts lasing after a certain threshold current Ithr is crossed. Below threshold, inter-

nal absorption and mirror losses are bigger than the optical gain, which in turn means, that the

contribution of stimulated emission to the overall output power is negligible. Still, the emitted out-

put power is increasing linearly with escalating gain current. Above threshold, the spontaneous

emission plateaus and the majority of excess carriers are contributing to stimulated emission. The

output power still increases linearly, but the slope is bigger than below threshold and may be

described by the following equation [45]:

P = ηi(
αm

αi + αm
)
hν

q
(I − Ithr) (2.6)

Here, ηi is the internal quantum efficiency and describes the fraction of electron-hole pairs in the

active region contributing to the stimulated emission and optical gain. The external differential
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quantum efficiency can be defined as ηd = ηi
αm

αi+αm
and describes the fraction of the injected

current contributing to the output light. This changes the previous equation to:

P = ηd
hν

q
(I − Ithr) (2.7)

The external differential quantum efficiency can be determined by the slope efficiency ∆P
∆I of the

P-I curve:

ηd =
q

hν
· ∆P

∆I
(2.8)

Substituting the mirror loss coefficients in the definition of the external differential quantum effi-

ciency leads to:

1

ηd
=

αi

ηi ln( 1
R)
L+

1

ηi
(2.9)

Since the external differential quantum efficiency can be determined by the measurement of the

P-I characteristics for laser stripes of different lengths, a linear fit of the inverse external differential

quantum efficiency versus the laser length gives access to the internal quantum efficiency ηi as

well as the internal absorption αi.

The threshold current density at infinite cavity length Jinf for a theoretical laser without any mirror

losses can be determined by plotting the threshold current density versus the inverse laser length.

The intercept of a linear fit reveals the desired value.

The correlation of the threshold current density to the cavity length is given by the following equa-

tion:

Jthr =
Jtr
ηi
e

2
Γgthr

(αi+ln( 1
R

) 1
L

) (2.10)

Jtr is the transparency current density and Γgthr the modal gain coefficient, which describes the

light amplification per length unit after threshold. The following equation is obtained by applying

the natural logarithm:

ln(Jthr) = ln(
Jtr
ηi

) +
2

Γgthr
αi +

2

Γgthr
ln(

1

R
)

1

L
(2.11)

As before, a linear fit of ln(Jthr) versus 1
L provides both, the transparency current density and the

modal gain.

The determination of the mentioned parameters is usually conducted using BA lasers of varying

lengths. They are operated in pulsed mode to avoid the influence of self-heating effects.
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2.3.3 Dynamic laser characteristics

Many characteristics of laser devices can already be measured in pulsed or continuous-wave

mode. The dynamic properties of the cavities are especially important for the application in

telecommunication. In order to transfer data over large distances, the intensity of laser light has to

be modulated, while retaining the same wavelength. For electrically pumped semiconductor lasers

this can be easily achieved by a change of the gain current.

In order to transfer data, digital modulation is used. The laser signal is periodically switched

between two states, one well beyond and the other only slightly above threshold. This method is

also called large signal modulation and the transferable data rates can be determined. In contrast,

small signal modulation is used to investigate the influence of the operating parameters on the

modulation bandwidth, but no transfer of data is possible. For this, the laser is operated at gain

currents higher than its threshold current.

A sinusoidal modulation current of varying frequency with a small amplitude is superimposed on

the gain current for small signal modulation measurements. The solution of the coupled rate equa-

tion system consisting of both, the photon density and the charge carrier concentration, provides

the modulation transfer function H(ω) via several intermediate steps:

H(ω) =
ω2
R

ω2
R − ω2 + jωγ

(2.12)

The absolute square of this function yields the modulation response:

|H(ω)|2 =
ω4
R

(ω2
R − ω2)2 + γ2ω2

(2.13)

In this case, γ is the damping factor of the system and ωR the relaxation resonance frequency,

which is the frequency at which the resonance peak has its maximum [45]. Slightly above threshold

the photon density Np is already high enough, that the relaxation resonance frequency can be

approximated as:

ωR ≈ 2πfR =

√
vgaNp

τp
(2.14)

Here, vg is the group velocity of light, a is the differential modal gain, Np is the photon density

and τp is the photon lifetime. Taking expressions for the output power and inserting them into

this equation gives access to a more approachable form including the threshold current Ithr and

internal quantum efficiency ηi of the laser diode:
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Figure 2.9: Schematic representation of the modulation response function |H(ω)|2 versus modu-

lation frequency ω characteristics for a laser diode modulated at different gain currents Ix. The

bandwidth is defined as the frequency ω−3dB at which the modulation frequency drops down 3 dB

in comparison to the initial value. The height of the resonance frequency ωR peak is proportional

to (ωR/γ)2 (damping factor γ). Figure modified according to [45].

ωR =

√
vga

qVp
ηi(I − Ithr) (2.15)

In this case, Vp describes the mode volume of the photons, which can be written with the volume of

the active region V and the confinement factor Γ as Vp = V
Γ . In addition, the damping coefficient

is defined as:

γ = Kf2
R + γ0 (2.16)

The K-factor describes the damping of the response and the damping factor offset γ0 only has its

biggest impact at low relaxation resonance frequencies ωR.

A schematic representation of the response function versus the modulation frequency for a laser

diode modulated with different gain currents (I1 < I2 < I3 < I4) is shown in Fig. 2.9. The modu-

lation bandwidth of a laser is defined as the modulation frequency ω−3dB , at which the modulation

response is reduced by 3 dB in comparison to a starting value. For high-speed lasers an as high

as possible modulation bandwidth is desirable. The relaxation resonance frequency increases for

higher gain currents as expected from equation 2.15, which increases the modulation response

and thus ω−3dB . Since the damping increases with ω2
R, the response flattens out. For a device
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specific gain current the damping becomes too large and the modulation response drops below

the -3 dB border, before reaching ωR. Thus, a maximum modulation bandwidth exists. For low

damping values, the -3 dB frequency can be approximated by:

f−3dB ≈ fR
√

1 +
√

2 ≈ 1.55fR, (γ/ωR � 1) (2.17)

This linear increase of the modulation bandwidth with the relaxation resonance frequency works

until damping becomes too strong. The maximum bandwidth is connected to the optimum damping

and happens for ωR = ω−3dB , which is determined by the K-factor:

f−3dB,max =
√

2
2π

K
(2.18)

The K-factor in turn is determined by the photon lifetime of the cavity and thus defines the intrinsic

maximum modulation bandwidth:

K = 4π2τp[1 +
Γap
a

] = 4π2[τp +
ε

vga0
] (2.19)

Here, a0 describes the nominal differential gain (differential gain without gain compression ε) and

ap the differential attenuation factor. Even though a theoretical maximal modulation bandwidth can

be calculated, often enough lasers are thermally limited. The laser diode is thermally heated by the

injected current, which reduces the internal quantum efficiency. Subsequently the photon density

cannot be increased by an increased gain current, which in turn stops the relaxation resonance

frequency from increasing and thus the modulation bandwidth [45].

2.3.4 Low-dimensional structures as active part of semiconductor lasers

Epitaxial growth via MBE or further methods (like metal organic vapor phase epitaxy) give access

to the growth of structures with low-dimensionalities. The dimensionality of the active zone has a

significant impact on the basic semiconductor laser properties and the main reason for this can be

observed in the changed density of states. For example, the application of QDs as active material

has already shown advantages like high temperature stability [1, 2, 4, 31], low threshold current

density [5,6] or wide spectral tunability [7].

If one or more of the three spatial dimensions are of the size of the de Broglie wavelength of the

carriers or smaller, quantum effects start taking place [51]:

λB =
h

p
=

h

m∗v
=

h√
2m∗E

(2.20)
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Figure 2.10: Density of states function D(E) dependent on the energy for structures of different

dimensionalities: (a) bulk, (b) quantum well, (c) quantum wire and (d) quantum dot [52].

Here, h is Planck’s constant, m∗ the effective mass of the carrier and v and E its velocity and

kinetic energy, respectively. The nanoscaling of materials can in principal change all of their

properties, but in particular the electrical and optical due to the confinement of charge carriers.

Low-dimensional materials can be categorized by the number of spatially restricted dimensions

or the degree of electrical confinement. If only one dimension is small enough, while the other

dimensions are macroscopical, the structure is called a quantum well. Quantum wires have two

dimensions in the nanometer range and quantum dots are confined in all three dimensions [51].

The density of states D(E) versus the energy for structures of different dimensionalities are visu-

alized in Fig. 2.10. The mathematical expressions of this function for a QW and QD are:

D(E)QW =
m∗

πh̄2

∑
n

σ(E − En) (2.21)

D(E)QD =
∑
n

2δ(E − En) (2.22)

Here, En are the energies of the quantized states, σ(E − En) is the step function and δ(E − En)

is the delta function [51]. By changing the thickness and composition of the QW as well as the

material it is embedded in, the properties of a QW structure may be altered to each specific

need. A larger well thickness increases the number of confined states, but reduces the bandgap

energy. A higher energy difference between the band gaps of the QW and the material it is

embedded in improves the confinement of carriers inside the QW. This results in a reduced current

density needed to achieve population inversion and thus lasing, since the probability of thermal
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escape from the confined states is reduced. A complete movement restriction in all three spatial

dimensions may be achieved by growing QDs inside a matrix of a higher bandgap material. The

density of states consists of single sharp lines, which might lead to a strong improvement of many

important parameters of laser diodes [53].

A theoretical change of the gain spectra of In0.53Ga0.47As structures of different dimensionalities

on InP was shown [53]. An increase of gain, as well as a reduction of threshold current density,

was predicted by going from bulk to QW and finally to QD material. These calculations are based

on ideal structures, but even slight variations in the QW thickness lead to a change of band gap

energies and thus of the density of states. This effect is even magnified for QDs, since shape and

size in all dimensions have an influence on their properties. The growth and formation of QDs in

Stranski-Krastanov growth mode is a statistical process, thus fluctuations of their geometry are

unavoidable. The reason for this can be slight changes in the surface temperature or inhomo-

geneities of the material fluxes. Still, macroscopic parameters during fabrication may influence

their formation as well as the shape and size of the resulting QDs. Due to the size differences, the

band gap energies of the dots are varying as well. This results in the delta function like density of

states to be broadened inhomogeneously into a Gaussian like shape, which reduces the gain of

the laser diode compared to the ideal case [54]. The higher the uniformity of the ensemble, the

closer the density of states gets to a delta-function like distribution.

As already mentioned, the modal gain is defined as the product of the confinement factor Γ = V
Vp

as well as the threshold gain gthr (compare section 2.3.3). Comparing both, a QW and a QD

layer in the active region of a laser, shows, that the mode volume of photons Vp basically stays

the same, while the volume of the active region is drastically reduced for the QD ensemble. This

dramatically reduces the confinement factor of the laser and thus the modal gain. By increasing

the QD density, an increase of the active zone volume can be achieved, in order to improve the

modal gain.

Taken together, both, the low volume as well as the size and shape fluctuations of the QD ensem-

ble, have a negative impact on the modal gain. Consequently, a high QD density and uniformity

is desirable to fabricate laser devices with improved properties. Even though superior modal gain

values were predicted for QDs in comparison to their QW counterparts, only recent advances in im-

proved size uniformity and density have shown comparable values for both structure types [31,55].

Despite these effects, the drastically improved confinement of carriers inside the QDs strongly

influences the thermal stability of the threshold current density, which can be approximately mod-

eled as:
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Jthr(T ) = J0e
T
T0 (2.23)

In this case, T0 is the characteristic temperature, which is an indicator for how strongly the thresh-

old current density is affected by a change in temperature [45]. The relation is of empirical nature

and is only applicable over small temperature ranges. The reduction by an increased operation

temperature can be explained by the thermal escape of carriers from the confined states in the

active region and the resulting reduction in internal quantum efficiency. Furthermore, the proba-

bility of non-radiative processes increases, which in turn increases the internal absorption. This

leads to the fact, that more current is needed to achieve population inversion and lasing [45]. Due

to the large carrier confinement in QDs, the probability for a thermal escape is drastically reduced.

Calculations have shown, that ideal QDs could have a T0 value of infinity, which means, that the

threshold current density for a given device would not change, even though the temperature is

increased [56]. Characteristic temperature values of well above 100 K were shown for RT opera-

tion as well as at elevated temperatures [4]. By optimizing the doping profile of the laser structure

and an incorporation of p-type doping into the active region a T0 value of ∞ was shown in the

temperature range of 5 ◦C − 75 ◦C [1] as predicted by the theoretical investigations, surpassing

their QW counterparts.

Besides the reduction of the threshold current, an increased operation temperature leads also to

the reduction of the slope efficiency above threshold, which is directly related to the external differ-

ential quantum efficiency (compare Eq. 2.8). As already stated above, an increased temperature

leads to an increase in the internal absorption and a reduction of the internal quantum efficiency,

resulting in a reduction of ηd (compare Eq. 2.9). Thus, for a constant output power the injection

current density has to be increased with the temperature:

J − Jthr = JP0e
T
T1 (2.24)

The characteristic temperature T1 is different from the T0 used for the threshold current density.

By inserting Eq. 2.23 the complete temperature dependency of the injection current density for a

given output power can be described by:

J(P0) = J0e
T
T0 + JP0e

T
T1 (2.25)

The temperature dependency of the threshold current density can be eliminated by measuring the

slope efficiency directly at threshold. Thus, the temperature dependency of ηd (and hence the

slope efficiency) can be modeled analogous to Eq. 2.23 as:
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ηd(T ) = ηd0e
− T

T1 (2.26)

Typically, T1 values are higher than T0 values for a given device. Hence, the temperature depen-

dence of the threshold current is a lot higher than that of the slope efficiency [45].

2.4 Tunnel-injection structures

The so-called tunnel-injection structure is a specific coupled quantum system. A higher dimen-

sional (e.g. QW) structure is connected to a lower dimensional structure (e.g. QDs) with a thin

enough potential barrier in between.

2.4.1 Working principle and advantages of the TI scheme

The initial idea of the conduction band in a TI structure is schematically visualized in Fig. 2.11 [15].

Carriers are captured by the QW and then undergo intraband relaxation processes into the QW

GS, which is often referred to as the hot carrier cooling process. Subsequently, the carriers tunnel

directly into QD fundamental state, which is strongly localized in the real space. Often enough

an irreversible carrier transfer is desired. This can be achieved by designing the QD fundamental

state to be located energetically below the QW GS. It is widely accepted that an energy difference

of 36 meV (LO phonon energy) strongly favors the quantum mechanical tunneling, since the carrier

transfer should happen via phonon interaction. This also strongly limits the back transfer. Since

the energy difference is small, the energy band alignment has to be tuned very precisely in order

to achieve a high tunneling probability. The relaxation times of electrons are significantly higher

than that of holes. Thus, it is believed, that this is the limiting factor for high-speed applications

and so, many designs use only a tunnel-injection QW for the electrons [21].

Although there has been an exhausting amount of research in regard to TI structures, specifi-

cally for the incorporation into semiconductor lasers, more investigations have to be conducted

for consistent knowledge regarding the basic physics of the coupled QW-QD system. This lack of

knowledge makes it also difficult to assess the use of TI structures in new photonic or electronic

devices.

Since the transport times in semiconductor QD lasers cannot be neglected, the maximum modu-

lation bandwidth can be approximated by:

f−3dB,max ∝ [τp + (εχ/vga0)]−1 (2.27)
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Figure 2.11: Schematic overview of the initial concept of a tunnel-injection structure. Only the pro-

cesses inside the conduction band are shown. Carriers (electrons) relax inside the QW and tunnel

non-resonantly via phonon interaction into the QD GS. It is widely accepted, that an energetical

difference of the LO Phonon energy between the QW and QD GSs is favorable for the tunneling

process.

Here τp is the photon lifetime, ε is the gain compression factor, χ is the so-called transport factor

defined as χ = 1 + τc
τe

, where τc is the carrier capture time to the QD GS and τe the escape time

from that state, vg is the group velocity of light and a0 is the nominal differential gain (differential

gain without gain compression) [45, 57]. As long as the inhomogeneous broadening is small, the

differential gain is very high for QD lasers, which is their biggest advantage over conventional QW

lasers (compare section 2.3.4). Unfortunately, the εχ product can cancel this advantage out or

even reduce the maximum modulation bandwidth. Both of these parameters are connected to the

intraband carrier relaxation process inside the QDs. Experiments have shown, that the carrier

relaxation times to the QD GS range from a few [19,58] to hundreds of picoseconds [59,60]. This

relaxation time is at least one order of magnitude higher than for the QW counterpart, which has

been reported to be as fast as 100 fs [61]. Furthermore, the capture time of carriers coming from

a barrier into a confining potential needs to be taken into account. Due to the spatial distribution

of the QDs, the spatial carrier distribution and complicated relaxation pathways, this process was

reported to be again longer for the QDs with several tens of picoseconds [62]. In contrast to

that, for the QW a time in the sub-picosecond range is needed [63]. The elevated relaxation times,

increase the χ factor and also influence ε, causing gain saturation at high power levels, which taken

together reduces the maximum obtainable modulation bandwidth of the QD laser devices. Using

a properly designed coupled QW-QD tunnel-injection system as an active part in QD lasers might
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alleviate these shortcomings and in turn significantly improve the highest achievable modulation

bandwidth.

The coupled QW-QD system is expected to have several advantages over the conventional QD

structure, while retaining the positive aspects of the QD structures. Firstly, the density of states of

the QW is much larger than of the QDs, which allows a more efficient collection of carriers, which

are injected into the barrier layers. Secondly, the carrier capture and relaxation times should be

much faster inside the QW together with the tunneling into the QD GS than the direct capture and

relaxation inside the QDs, as long as an efficient tunneling process was selected for the structure.

Lastly, close proximity of the QW to the QDs should lead to efficient spatial carrier redistribution

from the QW to the QDs compared to the single QD system. Unfortunately, the projected band-

width enhancement is limited, and the modulation bandwidth of the TI QD lasers could not yet

surpass those of conventional QW lasers, most probably due to the poor understanding of the

entire coupled system.

2.4.2 Historical development of the TI scheme in semiconductor lasers

The tunnel-injection structure was first proposed by the group of P. Bhattacharya in 1993 [15] as

the active region in quantum well lasers. The proof of concept was shown for the coupled bulk-

QW system in the active region of a GaAs based QW laser device. A modulation bandwidth of

about 6 GHz was demonstrated, which was still a lot lower than that of other laser devices using

a conventional QW design with about 9 GHz at that time [64]. Within the following years a lot of

research was done, testing different designs for TI QW lasers, like the usage of single or multiple

QWs, a change of QW and barrier composition, the material and the thickness or the inclusion of

one barrier per QW. This resulted finally in a much-improved modulation bandwidth of GaAs-based

QW lasers of 40 GHz (48 GHz extrapolated) [16] and 20 GHz (26 GHz extrapolated) for InP-based

QW lasers [17].

Since QDs show many advantages over their QW counterparts, the general interest shifted also

for the TI structures from a QW system to QDs or QDashes as the active medium in semiconductor

lasers. Similarly, GaAs- as well as InP-based TI QD lasers have been realized, mostly focusing

on the application in telecommunication at an emission wavelength of 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm, re-

spectively [6, 10]. Even though most of the research focused on lasers, there have been some

investigations regarding the basic physical properties, showing e.g. the actual energy transfer

from the QW to QDashes [65].
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Additionally, experimental research has been accompanied by simulations and theoretical studies.

Various structures have been investigated, like a double barrier system, which uses two QWs

for both, the electron and hole injection, into the QD layer [30]. Furthermore, the effect of line

broadening on the laser performance was shown [29]. The tunnel-injection scheme is expected

to reduce the homogeneous broadening and thus improve the modulation bandwidth, as long

as the energy band alignment allows efficient carrier injection. Additionally, the inhomogeneous

broadening presumably has a similar impact on the maximum modulation bandwidth and thus the

QD material should be as homogeneous as possible [29].

The latest results for an InP-based TI QD laser showed a maximum modulation bandwidth of

14.4 GHz [6] and was the state of the art at that time. Since then it was surpassed by a pure

QD design with 17.5 GHz [4]. Furthermore, a very high temperature stability was demonstrated

(T0 = 227 K for 5 ◦C to 45 ◦C and T0 = 100 K for 45 ◦C to 75 ◦C), which is partially even better in

comparison to their simple QD counterparts [4]. However, further investigations are needed that

help to improve the modulation bandwidths of TI QD lasers for future applications.
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3 Materials and methods

3.1 MBE specifics and utilized equipment

All described samples were grown using InP substrates in a Varian mod GEN-II solid source

MBE system. This is composed of three chambers, which are pumped to different background

pressures (compare Fig. 3.1). The so-called entry/exit chamber is the only chamber ventable to

air during normal operation. It is typically at a vacuum level of about 1·10−7 mbar and contains

heating rods, which are used to outgas the trolley (used for sample transfer). This chamber is

connected by a valve to the buffer chamber, that contains the high temperature degassing (HTD)

station for the preparatory thermal desorption of substrates. A vacuum level of approximately

1·10−9 mbar is maintained in the buffer chamber. Lastly, the growth chamber has the growth cells,

which can be opened/closed with mechanical shutters, including cryo shrouds attached to it as

well as a system for RHEED measurements. Furthermore, the chamber is equipped with a high

temperature manipulator, which can be used for holding, heating and rotation of the sample. On

the backside of the manipulator is a beam flux monitor installed, which is used to measure the

partial pressure coming from the opened growth cells. The background pressure in the growth

chamber is typically in the range of 5·10−10 mbar, which allows the growth of structures with

low impurity concentrations. A system of mechanical, turbomolecular, ion getter and cryopumps

enables the system to create and maintain the vacuum level in all three chambers. Layers can

be grown on substrates using In, Ga, Al, As and P. Additionally, doping can be performed by

application of Si and Be. Only highly pure materials are loaded into the different cells, in order to

minimize contamination of the grown layers with unwanted materials.

For the usage of In and Ga, special dual filament heater effusion cells were used, which can con-

tain a high amount of material (∼ 130 cm3) for long term growth campaigns. They have separate

heaters for the bulk and the tip of the crucible. Under operating conditions, the temperature of

the tip is adjusted at least 150 ◦C higher than the bulk temperature. This prevents the deposition

of material droplets at the front part of the crucible, supposedly reducing the amount of surface

defects generated during growth. Additionally this enables, that the steady state flux after shutter
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3.1 MBE specifics and utilized equipment

Figure 3.1: Schematic overview of the MBE setup used for sample growth. It is divided into three

chambers, each with its specific purpose. See section 3.1 for more details.

opening is reached almost immediately and thus is a lot faster than for single filament heater cells.

This is especially important for the growth of very thin structures like QW or QD layers, since the

cells are only open for a short amount of time.

Within the here described experiments, a single heater effusion cell with a conical crucible was

used for the growth of Al. The time needed to reach the steady state flux is in the range of a few

tens of seconds. Consequently, the use of this cell for the growth of very thin layers that require

a high precision in Al content was difficult. Usually Al containing layers were thick and a constant

Al flux was reached for the bulk of the layer (compare chapters 4 & 5). Since Al is easily oxidized,

the amount of O2 species present in the growth chamber was adjusted to be as low as possible.

The adjustment of material flux for the In, Ga and Al cells was only achievable by controlling the

cell temperatures, since the shutters of the MBE system can only be opened or closed.

Special valved cracker cells were used for the supply of group-V elements Arsenic and Phos-

phorus. The cells were kept at a constant temperature and thus the beam fluxes could not be

controlled by shutters. Therefore, needle valves were utilized, allowing fast flux changes as well
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3.2 MBE calibration and general growth conditions

as high precision flux control. This was especially important for the growth of very small struc-

tures such as QWs or QDs, due to the short deposition time. In addition, the properties of QDs

change drastically with the applied V/III ratio and the window for optimum growth condition is quite

narrow [55].

Usually the As material is sublimated as As4 species. A 900 ◦C hot cracker zone was used to

crack the supplied As4 species into As2. The application of As2 during the growth of InAs QDs

favors the formation of round shaped QDs and improves their uniformity [66].

Similar to As, P4 species are cracked at 900 ◦C into P2. The two major allotropes of P are red and

white phosphorus. Usually white phosphorus is used for the growth in MBE. However, it cannot

be loaded directly into the valved cracker cell, because white phosphorus is very reactive (burns

in the presence of O2) and poisonous. Consequently, white phosphorus has to be converted from

red phosphorus inside the cell itself. Within this process, red phosphorus has to be heated and the

gaseous phosphorus condenses as white phosphorus in a cooled zone. In order to minimize the

time needed for conversion and to avoid endangering users, only small amounts of white phospho-

rus are converted (growth of about one month) per operation cycle. Additionally, a deterioration

of the grown material was observed after the conversion of large amounts of white phosphorus. If

the chamber needs to be opened, all the phosphorus has to be removed from the valved cracker

cell.

The doping cells for Silicon and Beryllium exhibit very low fluxes and are therefore not measurable

by the beam flux monitor. In order to specify the amount of doping material, calibration samples

were grown. This was done for both cells for three different cell temperatures in the temperature

range of interest for both, GaAs growth and InP growth. Several stripe contacts were deposited

equidistant on the resulting twelve samples. The distance dependent resistance between two

contacts was measured. The subsequent data evaluation revealed the material specific resistivity,

which was compared to Hall measurements for the resulting doping concentration.

3.2 MBE calibration and general growth conditions

Ahead of every growth the beam fluxes of In, Ga, Al, As2 and P2 were calibrated using a beam

flux monitor. A growth rate control during growth was not possible.

In order to introduce a defined exchange of the group-V gases in the growth chamber, growth stops

were in principal only introduced between As and P containing layers. Group-V gases exhibit a

relatively high partial pressure during growth. Consequently, the time needed to reduce the amount
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3.2 MBE calibration and general growth conditions

by two orders of magnitude is in the range of a few tens of seconds. Thus, the newly grown layer

should only contain a very slight amount of the previously used group-V gas.

To have a highly uniform growth over the wafers surface, all samples were rotated with a speed of

12 rotations per minute (rotation axis perpendicular to substrate surface). The sample temperature

during growth was monitored with a pyrometer, which was calibrated using RHEED. The calibration

was performed by observing the RHEED pattern changes during oxide desorption with a known

oxide desorption temperature.

The process of sample preparation was similar, independent of the grown structure. Before enter-

ing the growth chamber, the substrates were placed onto the HTD station located inside the buffer

chamber. A consecutive heating to 300 ◦C for 30 min was done, in order to remove adsorbed

gases and not unnecessarily pollute the growth chamber. For a final oxide desorption step ahead

of growth, the substrates were heated to a temperature above 490 ◦C (but below decomposition T)

under phosphorus overpressure in the growth chamber. Consequently, no As/P exchange could

occur on the sample surface. This was done for at least 6 min, which is more than enough time to

remove any leftover oxides from the substrates [67].

Basically, all of the layers grown for this work had to be lattice matched to the InP substrate. To

achieve this, a precise control of the growth rates of the different binary compounds was manda-

tory. The standard growth rate calibration started with the growth of alternating layers of AlAs

and GaAs on an undoped GaAs substrate for several cell temperatures and thus beam fluxes.

Both materials are lattice matched, since the lattice constant is similar. Thus, a wide range of

growth rates could be covered this way. Depending on the growth rate, oscillations in the substrate

temperature measured by the pyrometer caused by interference effects were observed [68]. An

evaluation of the oscillation frequency in the end provided a correlation between the growth rate

of the specific material and the cell temperature or beam flux. As long as there is enough supply

of group-V elements during growth, the sticking coefficient of the group-III elements is unity below

desorption temperatures and the growth rates can be transferred roughly to the InP substrate.

Since the lattice constants of both, InP and GaAs, differ, the determined growth rates needed to

be slightly adjusted. The lattice matched growth of InAs or InP directly on GaAs is not possible

and so the growth rates had to be determined using a different method.

All compounds grown for this thesis contained Indium (InAs, InP, In0.532Ga0.468As, In0.523Al0.477As

and In0.528Al0.238Ga0.234As). The growth rates for InAs and InP were kept constant at 450 nm/h, in

order to exclude any growth stops for cell temperature adjustments, which have a negative impact

on the interface quality. Depending on the layer, the growth rates of GaAs and AlAs were in the
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3.2 MBE calibration and general growth conditions

Figure 3.2: Rocking curve XRD measurement of the (004) planes of 250 nm InGaAs grown on an

InP substrate. The layer is lattice matched to the substrate. Clear fringes show a high crystallinity.

range of 200 nm/h to 400 nm/h, which amounted to a total growth rate of approximately 850 nm/h

for the ternary and quaternary structures. The lattice matching condition and thus the growth rates

were determined ex-situ using the high-resolution X-Ray diffraction (XRD). For this, 250 nm thick

layers of the non-binary materials were grown on an InP substrate. An exemplary rocking curve

XRD measurement of InGaAs on InP is visualized in Fig. 3.2. The diffraction patterns consist

of two large peaks (one associated with the substrate and one with the grown layer) and many

interference fringes. The thickness of the layer was determined by the average distance of the

interference fringes, while the quality of the crystal was assessed by how clear the fringes can

be seen (appropriate measurement time provided). The lattice constant difference and thus the

composition of the ternary alloys were determined by the relative angular distance of the substrate

peak to the layer peak. A combination of this information and the actual layer thickness led to the

growth rates of the binary materials. Any deviations from the desired values were corrected by

changing the beam fluxes appropriately. The material composition of the quaternary compound

has two degrees of freedom and thus needed a second characterization method besides XRD.

While XRD confirmed the lattice matching (lattice constant), subsequent PL measurements af-

firmed the composition (emission wavelength).

As long as the different compounds were lattice matched to the InP substrate, thick layers could

be grown without strain related effects like stacking faults. A structure was judged to be lattice

matched, if the mismatch was less than 500 ppm or 0.05 %. However, the actual layer composi-

tions might vary slightly from day to day due to flux and growth rate variations, even though the

materials were measured to have a specific composition. The lattice matching condition needed
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3.3 Macro photoluminescence spectroscopy

to be checked from time to time, since the beam flux monitor may age over time, which changed

the measured beam flux, while the growth rate stayed the same.

3.3 Macro photoluminescence spectroscopy

Macro PL spectroscopy was utilized for the basic characterization revolving around the band align-

ment optimization. Thereby, the sample is optically excited and electron-hole pairs are generated.

These relax thermally and recombine. The emitted photons contain information about the different

transition energies of the investigated structures. A schematic view of the measurement setup is

depicted in Fig. 3.3. A continuous-wave diode pumped solid state laser (DPPSL-100, Roithner)

with an emission wavelength of 532 nm was used for non-resonant excitation, since its energy

was far above the emission energy range of the investigated structures (near infrared). At first, the

laser was chopped with a frequency of about 270 Hz. Even though the output power of the laser

was low at the lowest operation voltage, an excitation with even lower powers was often desired,

so an absorption filter wheel with six different filters was placed directly behind the chopper. Using

this, the power could be reduced to up to 0.2 % of the unfiltered value. The laser light was then

passed through a shortpass filter, in order to eliminate the half frequency line, which might be

emitted by the laser. A reflective mirror redirected the beam onto a dielectric mirror, which was

reflecting the laser light, but transparent for the light generated by the sample through PL. Then

the beam was focused onto the sample with a bi-convex lens. In order to perform temperature

dependent measurements in the range of 10 K to 300 K, the sample was placed inside a cryostat.

The generated light was collected by the first bi-convex lens and then focused by another bi-convex

lens through a filter (removing any leftover laser light) into the entrance slit of the monochromator.

The emitted light was then analyzed, and a specific wavelength was directed through an exit slit

onto an InGaAs detector, which was sensitive in the range of 1 µm to 1.7 µm and transformed the

optical into an electrical signal. Afterwards, the signal-to-noise ratio was improved with the help of

a lock-in amplifier.

The most important parameters that were measured for all grown samples were the central emis-

sion wavelength as well as the FWHM linewidth of the QDs and QWs. Since not all of the QDs

had the same shape and size, the emission linewidth was inhomogeneously broadened. These

were characteristics of the ensemble and not of single dots. The laser beam width was in the

range of 400 µm and thus broad, which fulfilled the request to excite the full ensemble. In or-

der to measure the linewidth, the sample was cooled to 10 K. Otherwise the information of the

inhomogeneous broadening would have been superimposed with the thermal broadening of the
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3.4 Atomic force microscopy

Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the macro-PL setup used for optical investigations. See

section 3.3 for more details.

linewidth. Furthermore, very low excitation power densities (0.5 W/cm2) were used to not have an

unexpected influence besides the GS emission of the investigated structure. In addition, the width

of the entrance and exit slits were as low as possible (0.3 mm to 0.5 mm) to achieve a high spectral

resolution. Due to the cool temperatures, the emission wavelength was shifted to higher energies

and thus an emission of 1.55 µm at RT corresponded to about 1.46 µm at 10 K. Subsequently, the

PL signal was reduced going to higher temperatures for the same excitation power density, due to

thermal quenching. The excitation power density was thus increased for T-dependent measure-

ments as well as investigations at RT (20 W/cm2 - 190 W/cm2). Ahead of every measurement, the

setup was aligned to maximize the PL signal. Nevertheless, the measured spectra may occasion-

ally show a kink at approximately 1.38 µm, which can be explained by an atmospheric absorption

of water vapor present in the beam pathway.

3.4 Atomic force microscopy

The morphological characterization of the InAs QD samples for this thesis was conducted by

AFM, which is a very high-resolution type of scanning probe microscopy. The working principle of

an AFM is shown in Fig. 3.4. Depending on the curvature of the used probe tip, atomic resolution

can be reached by the device. A three-dimensional profile of the sample surface is obtained by
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3.4 Atomic force microscopy

Figure 3.4: Schematic working principle of atomic force microscopy. See section 3.4 for more

details.

scanning the probe across the sample surface. The tip is attached to a flexible cantilever and the

forces acting on it at close range change depending on the distance. Several forces are involved

in the imaging, but the van der Waals forces are usually the most dominant. The forces are not

directly measured, but by the deflection of the cantilever. This in turn changes the position of the

laser beam on the photodetector, which is redirected from the cantilever. The sample is mounted

on a piezoelectric crystal, which allows scanning with very small steps. A change in the probe

to surface distance results in a change of the interaction forces and thus the topography of the

sample is recorded.

In principal, there are three different operation modes for an AFM: contact mode, tapping mode or

non-contact mode. The selection of the mode is dependent on the investigated sample. As the

name suggests, the probe remains in contact with the sample surface for contact mode. During

scanning a constant deflection of the cantilever is maintained, resulting in an image of the surface.

Lateral forces may occur at sharp edges and damage the probe or the sample, if the scanning

speed is too high. Lower resolution and/or imaging artifacts may be the result.

In the tapping mode, the cantilever is oscillating at, or close to, its resonance frequency. The

probe taps lightly on the sample surface at the bottom of its swing. The amplitude is increased or

decreased, depending on the tip to surface distance. Changing this distance during scanning in

order to maintain the oscillation amplitude results in an image of the surface.
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3.5 Setups for laser measurements

Similarly, for non-contact mode the cantilever as well oscillates close to its resonance frequency,

but the probe stays completely out of contact to the surface. The forces between probe and

sample lead to a shift in resonance frequency, depending on their distance. An image is produced

by maintaining the same resonance frequency during scanning of the surface. Both, tapping and

non-contact mode, reduce the risk of lateral forces damaging the probe or sample surface leading

to a longer lifetime of the probe. All surface scans of QD samples of this thesis were done using a

"DualScope 95 SPM System" in non-contact mode.

3.5 Setups for laser measurements

The grown and processed lasers were analyzed with three separate measurement setups. The

basic laser characterization and determination of static parameters was done at the pulsed mea-

surement setup with BA lasers. Similarly, the temperature dependence of BA and RWG lasers was

investigated. A continuous-wave setup was used for the basic characterization of RWG lasers. Fi-

nally, the high-speed characteristics of RWG lasers were measured at the small signal modulation

setup.

3.5.1 Pulsed and continuous-wave laser measurements

The active region of BA lasers is relatively large and needs to be pumped with high currents in

order to overcome threshold and achieve lasing. This may produce excess heat, which could burn

out and destroy the device, if continuous-wave excitation was applied to the laser. In order to

prevent this, the lasers were measured in pulsed operation and changes of the laser properties

induced by heating were excluded. For the performed measurements, rectangular pulses with a

length of 500 ns every 1.5 ms were used, which resulted in a duty cycle of 0.03 %. A schematic

view of the pulsed laser setup is visualized in Fig. 3.5.

The laser of interest was put with the n-contact onto a copper table, which was connected to

ground. The temperature of the table and thus of the laser was controlled with two Peltier elements

attached to the bottom of the table in the range of 20 ◦C to 200 ◦C. The top p-side was contacted

via a needle, which was connected to a pulse generator and voltage source. Depending on the

current running through the laser, light was emitted and then collected by an integration sphere

and focused on a photodiode. A maximum of 50 V was applied to the lasers. All the pulsed input

and output signals were fed to boxcar averagers and the output data of these were documented
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3.5 Setups for laser measurements

Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of the pulsed laser measurement setup. Emission spectra,

P-I and U-I characteristics are measured, and static parameters extracted. See section 3.5.1 for

more details.

by the computer. The plotted P-I and U-I curves were used to extract the material specific static

parameters.

The voltage applied to the device, the current running through it and the power measured by the

photodiode were controlled by multimeters. Since a slight drift may occur during operation, careful

attention was paid to adjust the respective values to zero before every measurement. Further-

more, the supply current pulse shape as well as the corresponding power pulse measured by the

photodiode were monitored by an oscilloscope. This was done to ensure, that the averaging of the

boxcars is done, when the pulse plateaus and not during switching and stabilizing.

In addition, spectral analyses were performed by coupling the laser emission into an optical fiber,

that was connected to an optical spectrum analyzer. The fiber was located very close to the laser

to maximize the signal. All spectra were measured directly above threshold.

The RWG lasers have much narrower gain regions and were characterized by the cw laser mea-

surement setup, since heating generated through current injection is drastically reduced. The

threshold currents for these devices were much lower than for the BA counterparts. An opera-
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3.5 Setups for laser measurements

Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of the small signal modulation measurement setup. The

frequency dependent answer of the laser is measured and the -3 dB bandwidth extracted. See

section 3.5.2 for more details.

tion in cw mode was possible and some output power was obtained before the thermal roll-over

occurred.

In principal, the CW setup worked the same as the pulsed measurement setup. The only differ-

ence was the current source, which provided direct current without any pulsing. The P-I and U-I

characteristics were measured as described for the pulsed setup. The measurement temperature

could be varied between 20 ◦ and 150 ◦C. The integration sphere could be exchanged for the op-

tical fiber, which was connected to the optical spectrum analyzer. Thus, the spectra of the lasers

operated in CW mode were obtained. Similar to the pulsed setup, the spectra were measured

slightly above threshold.

3.5.2 Small signal modulation measurements

The small signal modulation measurement setup is the third and last setup used for the characteri-

zation of the grown and processed lasers. RWG lasers, coated on one facet with high-reflection

(HR) coating, were used. They were mounted to a copper heatsink for increased thermal con-

ductivity and were operated above threshold. Additionally, the gain current was modulated with

a low amplitude frequency signal. This changed the outgoing emission intensity of the laser with

the same frequency. The amplitude of this oscillation was documented against the modulation

frequency of the gain current. The frequency range until this amplitude experiences a reduction of

-3 dB is called modulation bandwidth and could be used to compare different laser designs.
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3.5 Setups for laser measurements

A schematic view of the actual setup is visualized in Fig. 3.6. As for other setups, the laser was

placed on a copper table, which was connected to ground. A Peltier element was used to control

the temperature of both, the table and in turn the laser. A bias tee was used to modulate the

DC signal with an HF signal of low amplitude. The mixed signal was then fed to the laser via

a prober, which started lasing, as long as the threshold current was reached through the DC

power supply. Subsequently, the light emitted by the laser was focused into an optical fiber. The

process was monitored with a power meter, while the highest possible output power was to be

achieved. The fiber was equipped with an optical isolator preventing any back reflection and

ended in a photodiode, which turned the optical into an electrical signal. A bias tee decoupled the

HF signal from the DC signal and fed it to an electrical spectrum analyzer, which was recorded by

the computer.
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4 Band alignment optimization process for the

TI scheme

To ensure the best achievable laser characteristics, a careful optimization process of all the com-

ponents inside the active region of a semiconductor laser was performed. For the TI scheme, this

meant an optimization of the QDs and QW seperately as well as of the coupled TI structure.

4.1 Growth of QD calibration samples

The growth of InAs QDs has to be specifically calibrated for each desired application. For the

use as active material in high-speed lasers, a very high density was needed simultaneously with

a highly uniform size distribution (and in turn a narrow FWHM PL linewidth). In order to do this,

a few series of QD test samples were grown and investigated (Fig. 4.1). Semi-insulating Fe-

doped InP substrates were overgrown with a 100 nm thick InP buffer layer, followed by 100 nm of

In0.528Al0.238Ga0.234As lattice matched to InP and topped by an InAs QD layer. This was covered

by another 100 nm thick InAlGaAs layer and a second uncapped InAs QD layer for AFM investiga-

tions. The InP and InAs growth rates were always kept the same with 450 nm/h. Consequently, the

GTs and the V/III ratios of the InAlGaAs and InAs QD layers as well as the thickness of the InAs

Figure 4.1: Growth design for QD test structures. Several structures were grown with different

varying growth parameters (GT and the V/III ratios of the InAlGaAs and InAs QD layers). See

sections 4.1 & 4.2 for more details.
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4.2 Impact of growth parameters on the QD formation

QD layer needed optimization. For this, all but one of the parameters were kept constant while

the remaining one was varied. A change in the InAs QD layer thickness (other growth parameters

constant) results in an increase/decrease of the average dot size and consequently of the central

emission wavelength. Hence, it was adjusted lastly to move the wavelength to the desired value

with an as narrow as possible PL linewidth.

4.2 Impact of growth parameters on the QD formation

Since the V/III ratio is connected to the migration length of In adatoms on the sample surface

before incorporation into the lattice, its influence on the formation of InAs QDs is enormous. In

order to prevent a desorption of group-V elements from the sample surface and thus destroying

it, the growth was carried out under group-V overpressure. Furthermore, this would result in an

undesired formation of group-III-element clusters. Even with these limits, the V/III ratio could be

varied over a broad range (15-40) while maintaining InAs QD growth. Very low values (< 15)

were omitted from investigations, since these lead also to the formation of QDashes due to the

strongly increased migration length [55]. These are not desired due to an increased inhomoge-

neous broadening, reducing their optical quality. The V/III ratio of the InAlGaAs buffer layer as well

as the GTs for both, the buffer and the InAs QD layer, were kept the same at 20 as well as 490 ◦C,

respectively. By increasing the V/III ratio, AFM studies (Fig. 4.2a) revealed an increase in average

QD size, while the surface density was reduced. Theoretically, the In migration length should be

increased going to lower ratios (compare section 2.2.2). The average dot size and surface density

of the resulting QDs should thus be bigger and lower, respectively. However, the actual findings

were contrary to this believe. Conflicting reports in the literature show results either similar to the

presented data [55,69] or the complete opposite [70] (increased average dot size and dot density

for lower V/III ratios). Despite the supposedly reduced migration length, the In adatoms nucleate

mainly at already established sites rather than at more attractive positions on the sample surface.

This can be explained by the underlying buffer layer quality and/or the wetting layer of the QDs.

However, this remains to be solved.

These findings were accompanied by an increase in PL FWHM linewidth (Fig. 4.3a), but also an

emission shift to longer wavelength that can be explained with an increased average dot size. The

integrated emission intensity for all analyzed samples with slight deviations was in a similar order

of magnitude. The samples with a V/III ratio larger than 20 tended to be smaller than the rest,

which can be attributed to a lowered QD density. Overall the lowest PL linewidth was achievable

with a ratio of 15 (Fig. 4.3a). Even though the AFM measurements for this sample showed only
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4.2 Impact of growth parameters on the QD formation

Figure 4.2: AFM measurements of InAs QD test structures grown with varying (a) V/III ratio during

QDs growth (QDs: GT = 490 ◦C, InAlGaAs: V/III ratio = 20, GT = 490 ◦C), (b) QDs GT (QDs V/III

ratio: 15, InAlGaAs V/III ratio: 20, InAlGaAs GT: 490 ◦C), (c) V/III ratio during InAlGaAs buffer

growth (QDs: GT = 490 ◦C, V/III ratio = 15, InAlGaAs: GT = 490 ◦C) and (d) InAlGaAs buffer GT

(QDs: GT = 490 ◦C, V/III ratio = 15, InAlGaAs: V/III ratio = 20). All pictures have a scale of 1 µm2

and the scalebar represents 250 nm.
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4.2 Impact of growth parameters on the QD formation

a few QDs on top of a more or less closed surface. A closer look suggests that this layer is

actually consisting of closely spaced coalescent QDs. These most probably could not be resolved

by AFM measurements, since the PL investigations showed high optical quality of these QDs.

Consequently, a V/III ratio of 15 was used for further optimization steps.

Similar to the V/III ratio, the temperature during the growth of the QD layer influences their forma-

tion process strongly. Even small variations may change the properties of the grown QDs (compare

section 2.2.2). The adatom mobility and the desorption of atoms from the sample surface are the

major processes involved in these differences.

The GT of the QD layer was varied between 480 ◦C and 500 ◦C. The remaining growth parame-

ters were kept constant for the InAlGaAs buffer layer growth with a V/III ratio of 20 and a substrate

temperature of 490 ◦C. In this regime desorption processes are negligible and the QD formation is

mainly determined by the migration length of the In atoms and molecules hitting the surface. The

adatoms interact with the sample surface during migration and lose thermal energy to the surface

atoms. For higher substrate temperatures the differences are minor and thus the reduction in ther-

mal energy is smaller. Overall, this leads to an increased migration length, which in turn increases

the probability of the atoms to be incorporated into an already growing QD instead of nucleating at

a random spot growing a new QD. For higher GTs, the average dot size is expected to increase,

which is shown in the AFM measurements (Fig. 4.2b) as well as the PL peak emission shifting to

longer wavelengths (Fig. 4.3b). The AFM measurement of the sample with the lowest investigated

temperature of 480 ◦C showed primarily quantum dash growth, while the other samples showed

mostly round shaped QDs. The PL linewidth of the 480 ◦C and 490 ◦C samples were narrow

and highly similar (approximately 32 meV), while the linewidth of the sample grown at 500 ◦C was

broadened (44.6 meV). This is a result of the inhomogeneous broadening of the QD ensemble due

to an increased average dot size. Since the sample grown at 490 ◦C showed a narrow linewidth

and mostly round shaped QDs, this QD GT was used for further investigations.

Besides the growth parameters of the QD layer, the crystallinity and roughness of the underlying

buffer layer are particularly important for the QD formation (compare [55]). These properties can

be changed similarly to those of the QDs by adjusting the V/III ratio and the substrate temperature

during growth. Here, the surface properties are not studied directly, but by the change of the

grown QDs. First, the V/III ratio of the underlying InAlGaAs buffer layer was varied between 15

and 30. Since previously grown samples were done with a V/III ratio of 20, this specific sample was

omitted. Again, the GT of the buffer layer was kept constant at 490 ◦C. The visual differences of

these samples by AFM investigation were only slight (Fig. 4.2c). For the lowest analyzed V/III ratio,
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4.2 Impact of growth parameters on the QD formation

Figure 4.3: PL spectroscopy measurements of InAs QD test structures grown with varying (a) V/III

ratio during QDs growth (QDs: GT = 490 ◦C, InAlGaAs: V/III ratio = 20, GT = 490 ◦C), (b) QDs GT

(QDs V/III ratio: 15, InAlGaAs V/III ratio: 20, InAlGaAs GT: 490 ◦C), (c) V/III ratio during InAlGaAs

buffer growth (QDs: GT = 490 ◦C, V/III ratio = 15, InAlGaAs: GT = 490 ◦C) and (d) InAlGaAs

buffer GT (QDs: GT = 490 ◦C, V/III ratio = 15, InAlGaAs: V/III ratio = 20). The measurements

were conducted at 10 K with an excitation power density of 0.5 W/cm2.

the QD density seemed to decrease. This can be explained by a reduction in surface roughness.

The adatom migration is increased for lower roughnesses, which results in a slower nucleation.

Still, the average dot size did not seem to increase, which is also confirmed by the PL studies

(Fig. 4.3c). All test structure samples emitted at the same wavelength, but some slight differences

in the emission intensities as well as the FWHM linewidth were observed. However, the smallest

linewidth was achieved for the default value of 20, which was used for further examinations.

Finally, the influence of the modification of the GT of the underlying InAlGaAs buffer layer was in-

vestigated. The AFM measurements revealed a decreased QD density for a substrate temperature

of 480 ◦C compared to the remaining samples, but no change in the average dot size (Fig. 4.2d).
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4.2 Impact of growth parameters on the QD formation

Figure 4.4: PL spectroscopy measurements of a stack of 6 layers of optimized InAs QD structures

along with two reference samples of the same architecture. The measurements were conducted

at 10 K with an excitation power density of 0.5 W/cm2. The FWHM linewidths are included, but the

newly grown sample could be measured at an excitation power density of 0.01 W/cm2 (linewidth

in brackets).

This can be explained by an increased roughness of the buffer layer for higher GTs. The PL mea-

surements reflected these findings, as there was no change in the emission wavelength. Still,

the emission intensity was increased for samples with a buffer layer grown at higher temperatures

(510 ◦C & 520 ◦C), which did not seem to correlate with the structural properties examined by

AFM. The FWHM linewidth had a minimum at a temperature of 490 ◦C. This temperature was

chosen for the following growth campaign, because the inhomogeneous broadening is the most

important parameter for the use of QDs in semiconductor lasers.

Using the above stated parameters for V/III ratios of 20 and 15 for InAlGaAs and InAs layers,

respectively, as well as a GT of 490 ◦C for both layers, an InAs layer thickness of about 4.7

monolayer (ML) was determined in order to reach the desired emission wavelength of 1.55 µm.

These optimized parameters were confirmed by the growth of test samples every time the MBE

system was opened for service, because small changes in the geometry might influence the differ-

ent parameters. However, the nominal layer thickness of the InAs QD layer may vary slightly, while

the resulting dots were basically the same, due to small alterations between growth processes.

For the use in semiconductor lasers, more than one layer of InAs QDs was used. Since these

QDs are the result of the lattice mismatch between two epitaxially grown materials, the overgrown
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4.3 QW growth for the use in TI structures

Figure 4.5: Growth design for QW test structures. The thickness X of the InGaAs QW was varied

between 3 nm and 6 nm.

structure can be strained. If no relaxation occurs, this strain may be accumulated due to very

thin spacer layers between two QD layers. This changes the shape and size of the following QD

layers. Consequently, the optical properties change, resulting in a broadened PL FWHM due to

inhomogeneous broadening compared to a single QD layer. In order to investigate how strong this

effect is on the optimized QDs, a test sample with six stacked QD layers was grown and compared

to earlier fabricated samples, which were grown for similar purposes. The resulting PL signal at

10 K can be seen in Fig. 4.4. A high emission intensity and low linewidth of 24.3 meV was observed

for the test sample. This was even better than the compared reference samples. Unfortunately, the

structures were grown on differently doped substrates, Fe and S for the newly grown and reference

samples, respectively. Since the Fe-doped substrate is semi-insulating and the S-doped sample

conducting, carrier escape from the reference samples is more likely. This results in a reduction of

the overall PL intensity and all observed differences in this explicit parameter need to be neglected.

Nevertheless, these findings suggest, that strain accumulation plays only a minor role in stacked

QD structures and an incorporation into semiconductor lasers might be promising.

4.3 QW growth for the use in TI structures

The growth of InGaAs QWs with the desired composition and thickness is critical for all applica-

tions. The GS transition energy and thus the emission wavelength needs to be exactly at the right

value, in order to use QWs in any TI structure. Slight changes in the energy band alignment lead

to a reduction in tunneling efficiency, which underlines the importance of reproducibility.

The QWs were embedded into quaternary InAlGaAs material, similar to the QD calibration sam-

ples. Since the used growth rate for GaAs in the InAlGaAs and InGaAs materials is different,

usually a growth stop would be needed to adjust the Ga cell temperature. In order to perform

interruption-free growth, a so-called shuttering technique was utilized. With this, the InGaAs QW

layer was grown by using the same GaAs growth rate as for the quaternary material. Alternately,
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4.4 Growth of TI calibration structures

very thin layers (≤ ML) of InAs and GaAs were grown (ratio according to In0.532Ga0.468As), adding

up to the total desired QW thickness. These layers mix-up and form the QW by interdiffusion.

The growth rates for InAs and GaAs were calibrated ahead and the resulting QW was expected

to have the right composition and thickness, as long as the shutter speed was high enough to not

influence the growth of these small structures. This was especially important as the quantum dot

growth takes place only a few nanometers after this layer and any strain majorly influences the

properties of the entire structure. Hence, in order to confirm the thickness and composition, a few

QW structures (Fig. 4.5) were grown and analyzed. Similar to the QD samples, InP was grown

at 460 ◦C, whereas all other layers were grown at 490 ◦C. The V/III ratio was kept at 20 indepen-

dently of the layer type. Any growth rate differences of either material compared to the calibrated

values would have changed both, the thickness as well as composition of the resulting QW. Both

parameters influence the bandgap energy. Since the QW structures were very thin, a difference

in the XRD rocking curves was only observed, if the whole sample was highly strained. Thus,

this method was not reliable to confirm the desired structure. However, since the growth rates

were calibrated for thick layers, the overall QW thicknesses were expected to be approximately as

desired. PL measurements were performed to determine the bandgap energy of the QWs. These

were compared to calculated values of QWs lattice matched to InP dependent on their thickness

(provided by our project partners). The success of this calibration was later on confirmed by PL

measurements of TI test structures (compare section 4.5, only slight QD emission shift due to

underlying TI QW) and transmission electron microscopy (compare section 5.1, QW thickness as

designed).

4.4 Growth of TI calibration structures

The tunnel-injection calibration structures were grown on semi-insulating Fe-doped InP (compare

Fig. 4.6). This was done to avoid unwanted carrier escape during PL spectroscopy, since this

was the main method of investigation. Similar to the QDs and QW reference sample growth, the

TI structures were embedded in a lattice matched InAlGaAs matrix. The optimized InAs QDs

(compare section 4.1) as well as the calibrated QWs (compare section 4.3) were used for the final

sample growth. A few selected samples were grown with a second uncapped TI structure on top

for structural investigations.

Subsequent to the QD growth calibration process, the InAs QD layers were grown using a V/III

ratio of 15, while all remaining layers used a ratio of 20. For the InP layer a GT of 460 ◦C was

used. All layers on top were grown at 490 ◦C to avoid growth stops, although InGaAs is usually
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4.5 TI samples for band alignment adjustment

Figure 4.6: Growth design for TI test structures. Structures grown with varying InGaAs QW (X)

and InAlGaAs barrier (Y) thicknesses. Selected samples were grown with a second uncapped TI

structure on top (for more details see sections 4.4 & 4.5).

grown at lower temperatures. However, this was no source of errors, since the material quality of

the QW was sufficient for this application.

4.5 TI samples for band alignment adjustment

As described in section 2.4, the energy band alignment is crucial for the performance of tunnel-

injection structures. Since all layers, except for the InAs QDs, were lattice matched to InP and the

InAs QDs are calibrated to emit at 1.55 µm, the major adjustable parameters were the QW and

barrier thicknesses. To determine the optimum parameters, calibration samples were grown as

described in section 4.4 with varying QW or barrier thickness, keeping the other constant.

4.5.1 Effect of barrier thickness on the PL emission properties of TI samples with

a strained InGaAs QW

An initial set of samples was grown, to investigate the influence of the barrier thickness on the

PL emission properties. The barrier thickness was expected to influence the coupling strength

between the InAs QDs and the InGaAs QW. However, and very unfortunate, an error in the growth

procedure occurred (wrong growth rate of Ga), which led to the QWs being strained and of the

wrong composition (about 33 % of Ga). Additionally, the actual QW thicknesses were about 20 %

lower than nominally expected. Luckily, the composition change in combination with the lower

thickness led to the QW emission to still be approximately in range. Furthermore, the strained

underlying layer did not change the central QD transition considerably. Thus, these samples were
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4.5 TI samples for band alignment adjustment

Figure 4.7: PL spectroscopy measurements of TI samples with varying barrier thickness ranging

from 2 nm to 10 nm at 10 K (a). An excitation power density of 0.5 W/cm2 was used. The

composition and thickness of the QWs differ from the intended values. The samples with 2 nm

and 4 nm barrier only show emission from the QDs, while the 10 nm barrier sample has two

emission peaks (QDs & QW). Temperature dependent PL measurements (10 K-310 K) of the TI

sample with (b) 2 nm, (c) 4 nm and (d) 10 nm barrier thickness are shown. The excitation power

density was kept at 20 W/cm2 for all measurements. A reduction of emission originating from the

QDs compared to the QW emission was observed.

still used for their intended purpose. PL spectra of samples with a nominally 5 nm thick InGaAs

QW and barrier thicknesses ranging from 2 nm to 10 nm at 10 K are visualized in Fig. 4.7a. Both,

the 2 nm and 4 nm samples, showed single emission peaks approximately at the QDs emission

wavelength (taking the emission shift due to strain into account). Contrary to these findings, the

10 nm barrier sample showed two peaks, one related to the QW emission and a small side peak

related to the QDs emission. This highlights the working principle of the TI scheme. As long as

the coupling is high enough (2 nm and 4 nm barrier) the major part of the generated carriers are
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4.5 TI samples for band alignment adjustment

transferred to the QDs, where recombination occurs. At very low coupling strengths (10 nm), only

a small fraction of the carriers recombines inside the QDs, while the biggest portion of the carriers

relaxes into the QW GS and recombines there.

Usually, the operation of devices, which are supposed to include the TI scheme, is not done at

cryogenic temperatures, but rather at room or elevated temperatures. Hence, the change of the PL

emission wavelength near these temperatures is of special interest and temperature dependent

PL measurements were conducted on the aforementioned structures (Fig. 4.7b-d). The basic

behavior was similar for all investigated samples. At higher temperatures, the overall emission

intensity decreased using the same excitation power density due to an increased number of non-

radiating recombinations. An emission wavelength shift to longer wavelengths was observed due

to a bandgap reduction. In general, the emission intensity of the QD peak was reduced, while

the QW peak increased. This can be explained by a higher carrier capture efficiency inside the

QW and an increased thermally induced carrier escape from the QDs. Depending on the coupling

strength, the shift from QDs to QW dominated emission occurred at different temperatures. An

as high as possible QDs emission compared to the QW emission is desirable, since the QDs

emission intensity can be related to the tunneling properties of the TI structure. The emission

ratio is the most important criteria for proper tunneling behavior, also for further investigations.

In the utilized samples the highest coupling (2 nm barrier) corresponds to the highest QDs to

QW emission ratio at RT. Although the overall behavior of the 10 nm barrier sample showed the

same trends as the other two samples (2 nm & 4 nm), a slight increase of the QDs emission was

observed until a temperature of 130 K was reached. At higher temperatures the QD emission

decreased again, which was similar to other samples. An explanation for this finding might be a

change of the recombination channels, which will be discussed later on in detail. Although the

temperature dependent change of the emission characteristics is interesting for the underlying

physics of the TI structures, the focus of this work was an optimization and improvement of the TI

structure for the use in semiconductor lasers. Consequently, the following investigations will focus

on measurements at 10 K and 300 K.

All aforementioned structures were further analyzed by our partners from WUST in Poland. The

results were published in [71] and [72] and will be briefly presented in the following paragraphs.

Basic PL and photoreflectance (PR) characterizations showed a similar behavior pattern as al-

ready shown [71]. However, especially the PR response of these samples underlines a more

efficient carrier transfer from the QW into the QDs GS going from low to high coupling strength. In

order to better understand the confined states structure of these samples, the first three lowest en-
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4.5 TI samples for band alignment adjustment

Figure 4.8: Square of the absolute value of the three lowest electron (solid, dotted, dashed blue

lines) and hole energy wavefunctions (solid, dotted, dashed red lines) for three TI samples with

varying barrier thicknesses of 2 nm, 4 nm and 10 nm, integrated in the plane perpendicular to the

growth direction and added to the calculated conduction and heavy hole valence band potentials

(solid black lines) [71].
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4.5 TI samples for band alignment adjustment

ergy states for both carrier types were calculated using a 3D eight-band k · p model. This included

strain fields, piezoelectric effects and spin–orbit interaction. The square of the absolute value of

the three lowest electron and hole energy wavefunctions, integrated in the plane perpendicular to

the growth direction and added to the calculated conduction and heavy hole valence band poten-

tials are visualized in Fig. 4.8. The electrons are localized on either side of the barrier for the 10 nm

thick barrier, which was also expected for an almost uncoupled system. With increased coupling,

the wavefunctions delocalize over the full structure, but the electron GS is located mainly inside

the QDs, while the higher energy levels are located predominantly in the QW. Thus, the electrons

behave as expected. They seem to be captured and thermalize in the QW and tunnel into the QDs

GS. However, this is different for the holes. Independent of the barrier thickness, all hole states are

localized inside the QW, which is unfavorable for laser applications, since the GS recombination

would be indirectly in space and in turn the advantages of the TI scheme lost.

To further clarify this point, carrier life times were measured by time resolved PL at 10 K. The

lifetime of 1.8 ns obtained for the 10 nm barrier sample was similar to the reference QD structure,

while the PL lifetime increased with higher coupling to more than 5 ns. The PL emission of the

samples with the highest coupling (2 nm thick barrier) showed mainly QD-like emission, which

changed to QW-like emission for lesser coupling. Consequently, this points to a spatial indirect

transition between the hole confined in the QW and the electron localized in the QD being the

reason for the increased PL lifetime.

In order to further analyze the intra-band carrier relaxation dynamics, a two-color pump-probe

differential reflectivity technique was used on the QDs reference as well as the TI sample with

a 4 nm thick barrier [72]. The pump pulse was tuned to the energy of the InAlGaAs barrier and

created a significant population of carriers. The population decay, which is dominated by the carrier

capture from the barrier and intra-band carrier relaxation processes, was tested by the probe pulse.

For the QDs reference sample it was tuned to an energy of 0.83 eV, which corresponded to the

QDs GS transition. This yielded an overall relaxation time of about 8 ps. Unfortunately, there is

no corresponding data on intra-band carrier relaxation times in this type of QDs. The situation

changed drastically for the coupled TI structure. The sample was probed at the energies of the

first two QW transitions (0.886 eV & 0.953 eV) as well as three energies in the PL emission band

(0.827 eV, 0.832 eV & 0.855 eV). The two QW transitions showed relaxation times of about 4-5 ps,

which was almost half the time needed compared to the QDs reference sample, showing a fast

built-up of the carrier population in the respective states. This was expected, since the carrier

capture and relaxation processes are supposed to be much more efficient inside the QW [73]. If
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this step governed the whole relaxation process, the application of the TI scheme would be a huge

improvement over the use of conventional QDs. Unfortunately, when probing the PL emission

band, two time constants were extracted. The first and smaller one reached a value of about

10 ps. This relaxation component was related to Auger-type carrier scattering due to the existence

of large carrier densities. The second component changed gradually from 33 ps to 48 ps going

to longer wavelengths inside the PL emission band. Since the hole relaxation processes occur in

the QW and taking femtoseconds [73], this relaxation time could not be related to the holes. The

electrons undergo a multistep relaxation process. First, they are captured and relax efficiently to

the third electron state located in the QW (compare Fig. 4.8). The energy level difference between

the third and second hybridized electron states (about 30 meV) is close to the LO phonon energy.

Hence, a carrier transfer between these states by phonon scattering seems to be highly efficient,

but the lack of symmetry between these states might be attributed to the slow intraband relaxation

time and a bottleneck effect for these coupled systems. Although the experiments were conducted

at 10 K, the results were related to RT, so this might be challenging for further applications. All the

mentioned findings further demonstrate the importance of proper band structure engineering for

TI structures, especially for an efficient relaxation into the QD GS as well as a direct recombination

inside the QDs.

4.5.2 Effect of the QW thickness on the PL emission properties of lattice matched

TI samples

In order to investigate the actual TI structures for implementation into the laser design, lattice

matched samples were grown and the influence of the barrier and QW thicknesses on the PL

emission properties were investigated in more detail (partly published in [74]).

Initially, the InGaAs QW thickness of the different calibration samples was varied between 3 nm

and 6 nm with an increment of 0.5 nm. The InAlGaAs barrier thickness was kept at 2 nm. Cor-

responding QW and QDs reference samples were grown and investigated according to the TI

samples. At 10 K, all TI samples showed PL emission at approximately 1.46 µm, independent of

the QW thickness, coinciding with the QD reference sample (Fig. 4.9). The small deviations might

be attributed to minor strain or growth rate deviations based on cell flux differences between two

given sample growths. The reference QW samples emitted between 1.27 µm and 1.42 µm. The TI

structures did not show any emission in that region. This suggests, that all carrier recombination

occurs in the QDs.
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Figure 4.9: PL spectra of InP based TI samples consisting of an InGaAs QW of varying thickness,

a 2 nm thick InAlGaAs barrier and InAs QDs (dotted lines). Included are the reference spectra

for corresponding single InGaAs QW (dashed lines) and InAs QD samples (solid line). Spectra

were measured at 10 K with an excitation power density of 0.5 W/cm2. The TI samples emit-

ted at a similar wavelength as the QDs sample and showed no emission at the appropriate QW

position. [74]

The linewidths of the analyzed TI samples were smaller than that of the QD reference sample,

but wider than those of the QW reference samples (Tab. 4.1). On one hand, this suggests the

selection of emitting QDs out of the ensemble through tunneling [65]. On the other hand, the

linewidth might be an indication for hybridization effects occurring between the lowest QW and the

Table 4.1: FWHM linewidth of the PL signal for reference QW and TI samples with varying QW

thicknesses as well as for a reference QDs sample measured at 10 K.

PL FWHM [meV]

QW thickness Single QW sample TI sample QDs sample

3 nm 8.5 22.1 23.7

4.5 nm 10.1 15.1

6 nm 11.7 16.4
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Figure 4.10: Schematic concept of a tunnel-injection structure based on recent investigations [76].

Only the processes inside the conduction band are shown. The QW states as well as the energeti-

cally excited states confined in the QDs hybridize. Carriers relax inside the QW and populate the

hybridized states, which are partially localized in the QDs. The carriers scatter then into the QD

GS.

first excited QD energy states [75, 76] or directly the recombination channel of carriers inside the

TI structure [77]. Besides a direct recombination in the QDs or QWs themselves, an indirect re-

combination is possible. This is determined by the carrier specific wavefunction overlap. Electrons

in the QDs might recombine with holes in the QW or vice versa. Naturally, the energy levels in

QWs as well as QDs are well defined, but due to inhomogeneous broadening the linewidth of QDs

emission is bigger. The linewidth of the TI emission may vary between these two direct recom-

bination channels, depending on the preferred transition. A general increase of PL linewidth was

observed from high to low QW thickness, which indicates a change in recombination channel or

an increase in probability of the carriers to be located in the QDs. This effect could also be re-

lated to the energy band alignment being only favorable for a fraction of the QDs for thicker QWs,

drastically reducing the linewidth of the PL emission. A change to indirect recombination as well

as reduction of the available QDs should be accompanied by a reduction in PL intensity, but the

volume and thus carrier capture rate is increased for thicker QWs. Hence, an evaluation of the PL

intensity is difficult.

The QW emission for the different investigated QW reference samples spanned an enlarged en-

ergy range, but no TI sample emitted in this wavelength range. This suggests, that the LO-Phonon

energy difference between the QW and QD GS is not a very strict requirement for the tunneling to

work.
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Recent theoretical studies on TI QD lasers with active regions comprised of multiple TI structures

confirmed these findings [75, 76]. Contrary to the widely accepted concept of phonon assisted

tunneling into the QD GS (compare section 2.4), the actual relaxation processes inside a TI struc-

ture seem to be rather different (Fig. 4.10). Due to the proximity of the QW and the QDs, the QW

states and the energetically excited QD states hybridize. Similarly to the initial idea, carriers are

captured and relax inside the QW and populate the hybridized states. These are partially localized

inside the QDs. The carriers scatter then finally into the QD GS. There is no evidence, that the

energetical alignment of the QW and QDs GSs has an influence on the interaction strength in the

TI structure. The strength of the hybridization is rather determined by the energetical alignment of

the QW GS and the first energetically excited state confined in the QDs. Thus, the energy band of

the TI structure should be aligned by the hybridization of these two states and not by the phonon

energy.

Although the QDs inside the TI samples should be the same as the ones used in the QD refer-

ence structure, a clear emission intensity difference was observed. The overall emission of the TI

samples was increased, which is probably related to the adjacent QW. Since there was no emis-

sion visible originating from the QW, this suggests a movement of carriers out of the QW and into

the QDs. This adds to the carriers generated and captured in the QDs, increasing the emission

intensity. Experimental evidence for this carrier transfer underlines this explanation [65].

Similar to the measurements of the strained structures, a measurement of the PL emission at

300 K showed a different behavior than at 10 K for the lattice matched TI samples (Fig. 4.11).

The PL measurements of the QW reference samples are omitted, since the emission was only

broadened and redshifted. All TI samples showed two distinct emission peaks. The emission ratio

of these varied strongly depending on the QW thickness. Higher temperatures can explain this

increased amount of recombination occurring directly inside the QWs, that were observed as a

second emerging peak at shorter wavelength. Comparing both measurements at 10 K and 300 K

highlights, that the actual impact on the band alignment of the TI structures is only relevant at

elevated temperatures. A better band alignment leads to a higher tunneling probability of carriers

into the QDs, which in turn translates to an increased QD emission peak compared to the QW

emission peak. The overall emission was dominated by QD emission for QW thicknesses of 4 nm

and below. The highest QD to QW emission ratio and in turn strongest coupling was observed

for a 3 nm thick QW. This result combined with the already discussed higher probability for direct

recombination inside the QDs, suggests a 3 nm thick QW to be used for this material system in a

given application (e.g. semiconductor laser).
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Figure 4.11: PL spectroscopy measurements of InP based TI samples with different InGaAs quan-

tum well thicknesses, a 2 nm InAlGaAs barrier and InAs QDs measured at RT with an excitation

power density of 190 W/cm2. Included is an InAs QDs reference spectrum (excitation power den-

sity of 80 W/cm2). Depending on the QW thickness, different ratios of QD and QW emission were

visible. The highest QD to QW emission ratio was observed for the 3 nm QW sample [74].

When discussing optimum energy band alignment in the following chapters, this refers to the most

efficient carrier injection determined by PL (3 nm thick InGaAs QW). It is unclear to what extent

this injection is associated with the formation of hybrid states and whether this also leads to good

or improved properties of the laser diodes incorporating these TI layers in the active region.

The separation energy of the QW and QDs emission differed only slightly dependent on the QW

thickness. These energy differences range between 51.6 meV and 58.6 meV. As expected, they

are higher than the LO-phonon energy, which is widely accepted as a necessary energy difference

condition between electron GSs in QW and QDs for the TI structure to work [6]. This again

suggests a selection of emitting QDs through the tunneling process. The peak positions of the
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Figure 4.12: PL spectra of InP based tunnel-injection samples with a 5 nm InGaAs quantum well,

InAlGaAs barriers of various thicknesses and InAs QDs measured at 10 K and 300 K with an

excitation power density of 0.5 W/cm2 and 190 W/cm2, respectively. Depending on the barrier

thickness an optimum condition was discerned [74].

QW emission differed massively between TI and QW reference samples (up to 53 meV). This

observation suggests, that the QW emission peak does not stem from a direct recombination

inside the QW but rather an indirect one between QW and QDs (as the linewidth differences at

10 K). In addition, recombination might occur in newly formed hybrid states [76].

4.5.3 Effect of the barrier thickness on the PL emission properties and QD

morphology of lattice matched TI samples

Although a first set of samples showed, that a high coupling is beneficial for the overall perfor-

mance, an optimum barrier thickness value was not found. Consequently, the InAlGaAs barrier

thickness for subsequent samples was varied between 0.5 nm and 2 nm. Thicker barriers have

already shown to reduce the tunneling probability. The QW thickness was kept at 5 nm and the

PL measurements of these samples at 10 K and 300 K are visualized in Fig. 4.12. Similar to

the measurements on samples with varying QW thicknesses, two distinct features for QW and

QDs emission were observed for samples with barriers ≥ 1.5 nm at 300 K. The measured peak

positions fit to measurements of samples with varied QW thicknesses.

The samples with barrier thicknesses ≤ 1 nm, corresponding to slightly more than three monolay-

ers, showed two peaks, but these were located energetically lower than the QD and QW peaks

of the other samples. This can be explained by the interdiffusion of barrier material into the QW

and/or the QDs. Comparing these findings with the shuttering technique used to grow the QWs,
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this is even more apparent. Therefore, GaAs and InAs layers with thicknesses of about 1 ML al-

ready form a working InGaAs QW. Since the barrier between QW and QDs is very narrow and the

Al content comparably low, an interdiffusion of Ga and In of one monolayer might already equate

for a phase separation. Adding Al to the QW would increase the thickness and thus reduce the

bandgap energy.

Only one PL peak was visible for the same samples at 10 K (Fig. 4.12). This implies, that there is

still some coupling present. However, the emission was shifted to longer wavelengths. The reason

could be the selection of emitting QDs from the ensemble by tunneling, which also translates to

an emission shift of the QD emission at 300 K. Taken together, an incorporation of barrier material

in the QW and QD structures seems plausible. This suggests, that the energy states of QW and

QDs couple and enable the resulting barrier-free structures to work similar to the conventional TI

structures.

As already described, the barrier thickness has a direct impact on the emission ratios. Since the

QWs in the analyzed structures have a thickness of 5 nm, QW emission dominated the overall

emission at RT (compare Fig. 4.11). The barrier thickness affects foremost the tunneling proba-

bility [71]. A lower barrier corresponds to a higher tunnel probability and vice versa. Interestingly,

the highest QD to QW emission ratio was obtained at 1.8 nm. A thinner barrier leads to a lower

ratio, emphasizing the importance of the right barrier thickness in the structure for any kind of

application.

Several PL measurements showed an influence of the underlying TI structure on the PL linewidth

of the QDs emission compared to the reference structure. This indicates a selection of the emitting

QDs by tunneling. In order to investigate, if the QD growth and morphology is directly influenced by

the TI structure (as it was shown for GaAs based structures [24]), two TI samples without capping

were grown and compared to a reference InAs QDs structure. The TI samples only differed in

barrier thickness, one with a thickness of 2 nm (strong coupling) and one with a thickness of

10 nm (weak coupling). All three structures were then investigated with AFM (2 × 2 µm2) and

PL. The measurements and associated height distribution histograms are visualized in Fig. 4.13.

The QD layers had nominally the same thickness and were designed to emit at 1.52 µm at 10 K

(larger average dot size for better AFM resolution). A dot density of about 3 x 1010 cm−2 was

evaluated. This, as well as the morphology, was highly similar for all samples. Contrary to the

AFM measurements, the TI sample with a 2 nm barrier showed a lower PL linewidth at 10 K in

comparison to the other two samples (compare section 4.5.2). The respective histograms revealed

a slightly broader height distribution for the 2 nm barrier TI structure, which is expected to be
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Figure 4.13: AFM measurements (2 x 2 µm2) of (a) TI sample with a 5 nm InGaAs QW, a 2 nm

InAlGaAs barrier and InAs QDs, (b) TI sample with a 5 nm InGaAs QW, a 10 nm InAlGaAs barrier

and InAs QDs as well as (c) InAs QDs reference. Adjacent are the corresponding QD height

distributions histograms and PL measurements measured at 10 K with an excitation power density

of 0.5 W/cm2 [74].

accompanied by a broader PL linewidth due to an increased inhomogeneous broadening. The PL

spectra and AFM measurements for the 10 nm barrier TI structure and the QD reference structure

did not differ (Fig. 4.13b & c). Taken together, these results indicate, that the underlying TI structure

has no influence on the morphology of the QDs during growth. The PL linewidth narrowing of the

TI samples with strong coupling seems to be a feature connected to the tunneling of carriers into

QDs of a preferred size. This is especially evident when considering that the characteristics of the

TI structures with thicker barriers (low coupling strength) turn into those observed for a reference
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4.5 TI samples for band alignment adjustment

QD sample. Taken together, this is another confirmation for the selection of light emitting QDs

through tunneling from the adjacent QW, indicated by the PL measurements before.

4.5.4 Further spectroscopic investigations of lattice matched TI samples

Similar to the strained samples, the lattice matched TI calibration structures were further ana-

lyzed by our partners at WUST. The results of the TI samples with varying QW thicknesses were

published in [78] and are briefly described in the following paragraphs.

A comparison of the PL and PR measurements at RT with the calculated energies of optical

transitions showed good agreements with each other. Subsequent temperature dependent PL

measurements in the range between 13 K and 300 K excited with the same low power of 50 µW

(avoiding emission of excited states) revealed, that the onset of the QW emission is dependent

on the QW thickness. While the QW emission for the 3 nm thick QW TI sample was observed

for temperatures ≥ 160 K, it could already be measured at 40 K for the 6 nm thick QW sample.

Arrhenius type plots were done for the different QW thicknesses as well as for the QDs reference

samples and fitted by the typical Arrhenius dependence of ln(I) vs. (1/T) with two carrier escape

channels, defined by the activation energies E1 and E2. This model reproduced the experimental

data considerably well. Independent of the sample, E2 is in the range of 100 meV and 130 meV.

This might be related to the thermal escape of electrons from the GS in the QDs directly to the

electron state in the wetting layer or with the assistance of optical phonons, whose energy are

about 30 meV, accounting for the differences in E2. The value of E1 is 30 meV for the QDs

reference sample and the 3 nm thick QW sample. This energy might be attributed to the energy

distance between the first two energy states confined in the QDs, indicating, that the QD GS is well

isolated from the QW. This activation energy is substantially smaller for the rest of the TI samples

(≤ 18 meV), which is smaller than the energy distance between the two lowest states confined in

the QDs, hinting at a considerable carrier escape channel out of the QDs into the QW for thicker

QWs. This was also observed on the onset temperature of the QW emission, which decreases

for thicker QWs. Taken together, these findings demonstrate, that for narrower QWs the escape

processes are not very efficient compared to the carrier supply coming from the QW. For wider

injector QWs this is reversed. Hence, the resulting emission properties are improved for narrower

QWs. Further simulations with a rate equation model supported these findings, confirming the

3 nm QW TI sample as the optimum condition for further use in applications.
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4.5 TI samples for band alignment adjustment

Unfortunately, no pump probe measurements were conducted on the lattice matched TI calibra-

tion samples yet. In the future, these analyses can help elucidating the actual carrier relaxation

processes in these structures, which might be helpful for further optimization steps.
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5 Comparison of QD lasers with and without a

TI-QW

5.1 Fabrication of semiconductor QD and TI-QD lasers

TI structures with supposedly optimum and slightly misaligned energy band profiles were included

in a high-speed QD laser design, after the optimization process (compare section 4.5). This design

has shown the current record value in small signal modulation bandwidth for InP-based QD lasers

emitting at 1.55 µm [4]. The detailed structure of the laser is visualized in Fig. 5.1. In addition,

reference QD lasers without the InGaAs QWs and InAlGaAs barriers were grown simultaneously.

The conduction band diagrams of both laser designs are visualized in Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.1: High-speed InP based tunnel-injection QD laser design. The thickness X of the InGaAs

QW in the active region was varied between 4.5 nm and 3 nm. A stack of 6 or 8 TI layers was

used in the active region. A reference QD laser was grown without the InGaAs QW and 1.8 nm

thick InAlGaAs layers in the active region [79].
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5.1 Fabrication of semiconductor QD and TI-QD lasers

Figure 5.2: Conduction band diagram of the high-speed InP based (a) TI QD and (b) QD laser

designs. The InGaAs QWs and InAlGaAs barriers in the active zone have been omitted from the

QD laser compared to the TI QD laser. The remaining design is identical [79].

All analyzed lasers were grown on sulfur-doped 2′′ or 3′′ InP(100) wafers. The doping level was

between 2·1018 cm−3 and 5·1018 cm−3. In principal the laser structure consists of a typical PIN

diode with the active part inside the undoped intrinsic region. The substrate side of this region is n-

type doped with Si, while the other side is p-type doped with Be. However, at operating temperature

the Si and Be cells possibly introduce undesirable doping in the wrong section even with closed

shutters. As a consequence, the Si cell temperature was ramped directly down after the n-type

doped structures, while the Be cell temperature was ramped to working conditions directly before

the growth of the layers with p-type doping.

Similar to the reference structures the sample surface was smoothened by a 200 nm thick InP

buffer layer with a doping level of 2·1018 cm−3 (close to substrate). A GT of 470 ◦C and a V/III ratio

of 30 was used, because previous unpublished studies showed a reduction of growth defects for

these parameters. The following 300 nm consisted of In0.523Al0.477As finishing the n-type cladding

layer of the lasers. The initial 20 nm continued the doping level of the former layer. After that, the

doping level was gradually decreased to 2·1017 cm−3. This layer was grown at 490 ◦C with a V/III

ratio of 20.

The following 100 nm thick waveguide layer consisted of In0.528Al0.238Ga0.234As. Since In was kept

at the same growth rate, the Al cell temperature was adjusted in order to achieve the desired layer

composition. Hence, a growth stop of 2 min was introduced. The doping level of the initial 20 nm of

the quaternary material was the same as for the previous layer with 2·1017 cm−3. The remaining

80 nm were left undoped. This was also done for the other waveguide on top of the active region,

while the last 20 nm had a p-type doping level of 2·1017 cm−3. Depending on the laser type,

the active region consisted of a varying number of QD layers or TI structures, which consisted
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5.1 Fabrication of semiconductor QD and TI-QD lasers

of an In0.532Ga0.468As QW, an In0.528Al0.238Ga0.234As barrier and InAs QDs. The thickness of

the QW was varied between 3 nm and 4.5 nm, while the barrier thickness was about 1.8 nm.

The individual structures were separated by a 20 nm thick undoped In0.528Al0.238Ga0.234As spacer

layer. Previous studies confirmed that this is sufficient to remove strain coupling effects between

the QD layers as well as a reduced size fluctuation due to stacking (compare section 4.2). All

In0.528Al0.238Ga0.234As layers as well as the QWs and QDs were grown at 490 ◦C. The V/III ratio

was kept at 20 for In0.528Al0.238Ga0.234As and the In0.532Ga0.468As QWs, while a ratio of 15 was

used for the InAs QDs.

The remaining parts of the laser structure were p-type doped. After the upper waveguide a 300 nm

thick In0.523Al0.477As layer was grown with a gradually increasing doping level from 2·1017 cm−3

to 5·1017 cm−3. The subsequent InP layer was designed with an 1800 nm thickness, while the

doping level was gradually increased from 5·1017 cm−3 to 2·1018 cm−3. Since the absorption of

Be is higher than of Si, it is desirable to move the highly doped regions further away, while ensuring

good carrier transport. Furthermore, the doping gradient for this part of the laser structure was not

as steep as for the n-type counterpart. Hence, the thickness of this layer was increased compared

to the n-type side. The remaining conditions were kept in accordance to the other corresponding

layers in the n-type cladding layer. Finally, a 200 nm thick In0.532Ga0.468As layer with a very high

doping level of 2·1019 cm−3 was grown at 470 ◦C with a V/III ratio of 20. This last layer provided a

good ohmic contact.

Transmission electron microscopy measurements of the active region of a TI QD laser are visual-

ized in Fig. 5.3 and equidistant TI structures can be discerned. The QW and the barrier are well

defined and the thicknesses match the expected values (here 3.5 nm QW and 1.8 nm barrier).

The QDs are clearly visible and do not differ from one TI layer to the other.

After growth, a small piece (10 mm × 11 mm) was cleaved from the wafer. This piece was treated

with RTA. This was done to reduce the concentration of point defects and other non-radiative re-

combination centers. This step should improve the material quality of the structures [3, 47]. The

whole process can be accompanied by a blueshift of the emission wavelength depending on the

annealing temperature. An RTA temperature of 680 ◦C was used for all structures, which provided

sufficient material quality improvement while almost no emission wavelength shift occurred. For

the processing of BA lasers, which are used for basic material characterizations, approximately 20

parallel stripes with a width of 100 µm consisting of titanium, platinum and gold were deposited

on the p-type side. The backside was completely covered with a contact layer consisting of nickel,

germanium and gold, which was alloyed with the InP. The sample was then cleaved perpendic-
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5.2 Evaluation of material properties

Figure 5.3: Transmission electron microscopy measurements of the active region of a high-speed

InP based tunnel-injection QD laser. Equidistant TI structures with uniform QDs in the active region

of the laser are highlighted by arrows. The QWs as well as the barriers are well defined, and the

thicknesses match the expected values. The measurements were conducted by Marco Schowalter

(group of A. Rosenauer) at the University of Bremen [80].

ularly to the stripe contacts into bars of varying lengths (typically 500 µm, 650 µm, 800 µm and

1000 µm) and mounted onto copper heatsinks for better thermal conductivity. The fabrication of

RWG lasers, which are used for modulation experiments, is more sophisticated. The p-type doped

top In0.532Ga0.468As and InP layers were etched away except for 1.75 µm, 2.00 µm or 2.25 µm

wide stripes forming the ridges. The top and back contacts, as well as the mounting itself, were

similar to the BA lasers. The processing steps were conducted by technicians of our group at INA

(F. Schnabel, A. Sengül, F. Naumann and S. Dück).

5.2 Evaluation of material properties

The first characterization step of the grown laser structures was the evaluation via PL spec-

troscopy. In order to measure any signal originating from the active region, the highly doped

InGaAs layer on top of the laser was etched away, since the material is highly absorbing in the

energy region of interest. The resulting PL spectra measured at 10 K are visualized in Fig. 5.4.

The measurements were conducted with varying general conditions, i.e. optical alignment of the

whole setup. Hence, even though the samples were measured nominally with the same excitation
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5.2 Evaluation of material properties

Figure 5.4: PL spectra of the reference QD as well as the TI QD lasers with 4.5 nm, 3.5 nm and

3 nm thick QWs. The laser samples were treated with RTA at a temperature of 680 ◦C. The

measurements were performed at 10 K with an excitation power density of 0.5 W/cm2. The FWHM

linewidths indicated by double-headed arrows for the TI QD lasers are reduced in comparison to

the reference QD laser. An emission wavelength of 1.46 µm corresponds to 1.55 µm at RT.

power density, a comparison of emission intensities is difficult. The emission wavelengths were at

the desired wavelength of approximately 1.46 µm at 10 K corresponding to 1.55 µm at RT. The

FWHM linewidths of all lasers were narrow with 17 meV to 31 meV and with this comparable to

both, the stacked QD test sample (compare section 4.2) and the TI calibration samples (compare

section 4.5). A slight increase of the linewidth was induced by differences in the average dot size

due to stacking. Besides these findings, the lasers showed a similar behavior to the calibration

samples [74]. Precisely, the linewidths of the TI QD lasers were lower than that of the QD laser.

Additionally, the TI QD lasers with the supposedly close to optimum energy band alignment (3.5 nm

and 3 nm thick QW) had a broader linewidth than the laser with worse alignment (4.5 nm). Pos-

sible reasons have been discussed in section 4.5 (e.g. change of recombination channel, carrier

transfer only favorable for a fraction of the QDs).

In order to assess the quality, performance and basic characteristics of the grown lasers, BA lasers

of varying length were measured under pulsed excitation. The evaluation of the power-current and

voltage-current characteristics yielded static parameters independent of the geometry, which can

be used to compare different epitaxies. The pulses used for the electric excitation had a length of

500 ns every 1.5 ms resulting in a duty cycle of about 0.03 %. Hence, heating was not expected to
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5.2 Evaluation of material properties

Figure 5.5: Representative P-I measurements for BA lasers of varying lengths for the reference

QD laser with the corresponding emission spectra. The emission wavelength of the lasers was

close to the desired value of 1.55 µm [79].

have a significant impact and changes of the laser properties induced by this should not influence

the measurements. For a statistical analysis approximately 10 lasers were measured for each bar.

The P-I characteristics and emission spectra of the reference QD laser are shown in Fig. 5.5.

The same measurements are depicted for TI QD lasers with varying QW thicknesses from 4.5 nm

(slightly misaligned energy bands) to 3 nm (almost optimally aligned energy bands) in Fig. 5.6.

As desired, the central emission wavelength of the lasers was approximately at 1.55 µm. This

is corresponding to the PL emission spectra (compare Fig. 5.4), which in turn means the TI QD

lasers emitted out of the QDs as designed. All lasers showed a general blueshift from long to

short devices which can be explained by an increase in the mirror losses. Shorter devices have to

be pumped harder to achieve population inversion and thus lasing. Hence, the QD GSs of a QD

Table 5.1: Evaluated static parameters of the QD laser and the TI QD lasers with varying QW

thicknesses [79].

Laser type Jinf [A/cm2] Jtr [A/cm2] ηi αi [cm−1] Γg0 [cm−1]

reference QD laser 664.3 425.4 0.76 12.6 101.3

TI QD laser 4.5 nm QW 525.7 246.6 0.72 22.8 72.5

TI QD laser 3.5 nm QW 400.5 219.3 0.63 10.9 69.9

TI QD laser 3 nm QW 715.8 442.8 0.74 14.0 105.0
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5.2 Evaluation of material properties

Figure 5.6: Representative P-I measurements for BA lasers of varying lengths for TI QD lasers

with(a) 4.5 nm, (b) 3.5 nm or (c) 3 nm thick QW. Adjacent are the corresponding emission spectra.

Supposedly the energy band alignment of the TI structure improves from 4.5 nm to 3 nm thick

QWs. The emission wavelength of both laser types was close to the desired value of 1.55 µm [79].

sub-ensemble with a slightly larger bandgap compared to longer devices get populated. Lasing

originating from these QDs is thus shifted to higher energies.

In general, no laser showed a sign of gain saturation or other limiting effects and thus the maximum

output power was only limited by the current applied by the setup. It is expected, that the overall

laser performance improves by better energy band alignments of the TI QD lasers. This is con-
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5.2 Evaluation of material properties

firmed, since the slope efficiency increased for thinner tunnel-injection QWs (compare Fig. 5.6c).

However, the threshold currents first decreased and then increased again for the smallest QW

thickness. Simulations of pump probe measurements across the gain region of similar TI QD

laser structures have shown efficient carrier injection and a fast replenishing time of the electron

GS [81]. The carrier capture and relaxation can be as fast as 1 ps, supporting the initial concept of

the TI scheme. Thus, lower threshold currents and higher slope efficiencies are expected for this

laser type (as long as the band energies are well aligned) in comparison to the reference QD laser.

Only the slightly misaligned TI QD laser (3.5 nm thick QW) showed significant lower threshold cur-

rents, while the slope efficiencies were only marginally higher for the optimally aligned TI QD laser

(3 nm thick QW), compared to the QD laser. The shown length dependent measurements were

then used to evaluate a few material specific length independent parameters for these four lasers

(Tab. 5.1, compare section 2.3).

All grown lasers within this work had a modal gain in the range of 12 cm−1 to 17 cm−1 per dot

layer. To put the values into perspective, InP based QD or QDash lasers initially showed modal gain

values of only 4 cm−1 to 7 cm−1 per dot layer [82,83]. Recent advances in higher uniformity of InAs

QDs [55] led to an increase in modal gain to values of 15 cm−1 per dot layer [31]. Consquently,

all shown lasers exhibited high values in this category, some even slightly surpassing the literature

[31]. The threshold gain was expected to be highly similar for both laser types, since they utilize the

same QD structures. Even though the carrier injection into the QD GS should be more efficient for

the TI QD lasers, as long as there is no gain saturation involved the gain should not be affected. In

contrast, the incorporation of the additional QWs and barriers adjacent to the QD layers effectively

increases the total mode volume of the photons in the TI QD lasers. Simultaneously, the total

volume of the active region (QDs) remains unchanged, which in turn results in a reduction of the

confinement factor. This consequently reduces the modal gain as well. This theory is verified by

the TI QD lasers with thicker QWs, which are supposed to be energetically slightly misaligned.

Surprisingly, the modal gain of the TI QD laser with 3 nm thick QWs was even slightly higher than

for the reference QD laser. A high modal gain is connected to the differential gain, which majorly

influences the obtainable small signal modulation bandwidth.

Usually the internal quantum efficiency of these QD laser devices is in the range of 0.4-0.65 [6,

84, 85]. Thus, the evaluated values were at a similarly high level, which might be related to the

improved carrier capture and relaxation into the QDs. The threshold current density at infinite

cavity length, as well as the transparency current density, were in the range of previous work [3].

These values are especially low for the TI QD laser with a 3.5 nm thick QW and even slightly lower
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Figure 5.7: P-I characteristics of the approximately 350 µm long reference QD and TI QD RWG

lasers used for small signal modulation measurements under continuous-wave excitation. An HR

coating was applied to one facet of the lasers. The reference QD laser showed a higher output

power than the TI QD lasers.

than the best TI QD laser ever presented [6]. The precise values of the internal absorption should

be as low as possible for proper laser performance and low absorption induced self-heating. This

was observed for all analyzed lasers, although even lower parameters might be beneficial.

The evaluated static parameters reflect the P-I measurements. However, direct comparisons of

TI QD to conventional QD lasers have been scarce in the literature. For QDash lasers a slightly

smaller threshold current was observed for the TI species [86]. This is in accordance with the here

described data. However, the laser with a 3 nm thick QW showed a higher threshold current at

infinite cavity length as well as transparency current density. Since this laser and the reference QD

laser were grown during a different growth run, utilizing a different In cell, changes in the general

performance might occur. Although the barrier thicknesses were nominally identical, a difference

in the tunneling efficiency can be severe to the carrier capture process, increasing the relaxation

time constants. Nevertheless, the modal gain for both, the TI QD and QD lasers, are very high

and show good QD material quality.

5.3 Modulation response of QD and TI-QD lasers

One main goal of this thesis was to show, that the TI structures are working in the active region

of a high-speed QD laser design, aiming at an improvement of the modulation properties of QD

lasers. Despite a change of the underlying relaxation mechanics in the theoretical model (compare
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section 4.4), recent advances in the simulation of TI QD lasers including multiple TI structures

in the active region showed, that improved modulation characteristics are still supported [75].

Depending on the size and shape of the used QDs, a maximum small signal modulation bandwidth

of more than 30 GHz was predicted.

In order to measure the modulation properties, the laser samples were processed into RWG lasers.

The laser bars with a length of approximately 350 µm were cleaved, and an HR coating was ap-

plied to one of the facets, providing a reflectivity of more than 96 % in the wavelength range of

interest. The P-I measurements of the reference QD and TI QD RWG lasers used for modula-

tion experiments under continuous-wave excitation are shown in Fig. 5.7. The reference QD laser

showed the highest maximum output power in comparison to the analyzed TI QD lasers. Further-

more, the slope efficiency of the reference QD laser was the highest among all investigated lasers

over a broad range of injection currents. However, the slope efficiencies directly after threshold of

both, the reference QD and the TI QD laser with a 3.5 nm thick QW, were comparable. Unfortu-

nately, the thermal roll-over occurred at lower gain currents for this TI QD laser, which is in contrast

to other investigated lasers and is consequently limiting its output power. A reason might be the

lower modal gain value or a reduced thermal stability of the structure. The TI QD lasers with a

QW thickness of 4.5 nm and 3 nm displayed the lowest slope efficiencies as well as the highest

threshold currents. Only the almost optimally aligned TI QD laser (3.5 nm thick QW) exhibited a

lower threshold than the reference QD laser.

The RWG lasers were mounted onto a Cu heatsink for improved thermal conductivity. The small

signal modulation measurements were conducted as described in section 3.5.2 by F. Schnabel

at INA and the results are depicted in Fig. 5.8. The reference QD laser showed a maximum

modulation bandwidth of approximately 14.9 GHz, which is close to the current record value of

17.5 GHz measured for this laser type [4]. The TI QD laser showed lower bandwidth values of

8.1 GHz, 8.6 GHz and 8.0 GHz for the laser with a 4.5 nm, 3.5 nm and 3 nm thick QW, respectively.

However, these findings are not in agreement with theory, that predicted an increased modulation

bandwidth with the proper implementation of the TI scheme [29]. Nevertheless, the TI QD laser

with almost optimum energy band alignment (3.5 nm thick QW) seems to be thermally limited and

thus cannot be operated at very high gain currents. This is even more apparent, when comparing

the achievable modulation bandwidths at low gain currents. Here, the slope efficiencies were still

similar. At 40 mA, the reference QD laser achieved a bandwidth of 8.4 GHz, while the TI QD laser

with a 3.5 nm thick QW showed a bandwidth of 6.6 GHz. Hence, the differences were not as

pronounced as at higher currents. Even though the TI QD laser with a 3 nm QW thickness should
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Figure 5.8: Small signal modulation measurements of the (a) QD laser as well as TI QD laser with

a QW width of (b) 4.5 nm, (c) 3.5 nm and (d) 3 nm. One facet of the lasers is HR coated and the

lasers are mounted for better thermal conductivity. The maximum modulation bandwidth is a lot

larger for the QD laser (14.9 GHz) compared to the TI QD lasers (8.6 GHz) [79].

have the highest coupling strength between QW and QDs, it displayed the lowest bandwidth of all

TI QD lasers. This was expected judging by the P-I characteristics. It might be connected to this

particular laser process, since the determined static parameters were more promising.

To put these values into perspective, GaAs based TI QD lasers have been shown to exhibit maxi-

mum small signal modulation bandwidths of 11 GHz [10] and 13.5 GHz [87]. Already in 2006 a InP

TI QDash laser was demonstrated with a bandwidth of 12 GHz [86]. The current state of the art

InP based TI QD laser shows the highest bandwidth of 14.4 GHz [6]. This is strikingly higher than

the bandwidths exhibited by the TI QD lasers grown and investigated in this work. Interestingly, all

of the lasers mentioned in literature have p-type doping incorporated into the active region. This

should improve the temperature stability and thus might allow higher modulation bandwidths [88]

and improve the presented laser structures.
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Figure 5.9: Large signal modulation measurements of the (a) QD laser as well as TI QD laser with

a QW width of (b) 4.5 nm, (c) 3.5 nm and (d) 3 nm. One facet of the lasers is HR coated and

the lasers are mounted for better thermal conductivity. The highest achievable data rate with clear

open eye diagrams was measured for the QD laser (28 Gb/s), while the TI QD lasers achieved a

data rate of (23 Gb/s) [79].

The short RWG lasers used for small signal modulation measurements have been sent to O. Eyal

and G. Eisenstein at Technion for large signal modulation measurements. Despite extensive re-

search on the performance of TI QD lasers, this kind of measurement has not been shown in

literature and it was not clear, whether it could be performed. Hence, this is the first time these

measurements were conducted and shown for TI QD lasers [79]. A non-return-to-zero (NRZ)

modulation format was superimposed on the reference QD laser as well as the TI QD lasers with

4.5 nm, 3.5 nm and 3 nm thick QWs, which were operated at gain currents between 100 mA and

200 mA. In Fig. 5.9 eye diagrams with clear open eyes are depicted, which were measured at

15 ◦C. These highlight the highest obtainable data rates for the analyzed lasers. A maximum data

rate of 28 Gb/s was demonstrated for the reference QD laser, which is only slightly lower than

the current best performing InP based QD laser design [4]. The TI QD lasers showed lower data
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rates with 21 Gb/s, 23 Gb/s and 16 Gb/s, but surprisingly the difference was not as pronounced

as for the small signal modulation measurements. Large signal measurements are not directly de-

pendent on the gain current, but rather on the time constant needed to reach population inversion

and thus lasing. Hence, the findings indicate a faster relaxation time of the carriers into the QD

GS for the QD laser compared to the TI QD lasers, which is in contrast to the expected behavior.

However, pump probe measurements on TI test samples with misaligned energy bands support

this result [72].

Even though the TI QD laser with a 3 nm QW thickness is supposed have a high coupling efficiency,

the achievable maximum data rate was reduced. On the one hand, this might indicate a slower

relaxation time compared to the other TI QD lasers. On the other hand, this could be related to

the laser process, due to the promising static parameters. Despite this, further optimization steps

are still needed in order for the TI QD lasers to surpass the undoped QD lasers.

5.4 Temperature dependent emission properties of QD and TI-QD

lasers

The application of semiconductor lasers does not always occur or is not desired at RT. For exam-

ple, depending on the operation conditions, self-heating can be a serious problem. Consequently,

the application at elevated temperatures might be beneficial due to a reduction in cooling costs.

Hence, there is a need for lasers to operate over a wide temperature range with the same char-

acteristics. Important figures of merit are the characteristic temperatures T0 and T1 describing

the temperature dependence of the threshold current density and the external differential quantum

efficiency, respectively (compare section 2.3.4). T1 was determined by analyzing the slopes of the

P-I curves at threshold.

Theoretical studies on structures that are comparable to the devices analyzed within this work have

shown that a strong enhancement of the thermal stability can be achieved [75]. An improvement

of T0 (temperature stability of the threshold current) of up to 50 % (222 K to 336 K) was predicted

in the temperature range from 300 K to 350 K. Unfortunately, this was not entirely confirmed

up to date. The best performing TI lasers were p-type doped in the active region and showed

a T0 value of 227 K (between 5 ◦C and 45 ◦C) [6], which is even higher than for the simple

undoped QD counterparts with a T0 of about 140 K (between 20 ◦C and 60 ◦C) [4]. Still, a direct

comparison is difficult, since the values were obtained in temperature regimes, which are only

partially overlapping.
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Figure 5.10: Temperature dependent P-I measurements (pulsed mode) of a 900 µm long and 2 µm

wide RWG reference QD laser. A maximum operation temperature of 150 ◦C was found. The plot

of threshold current density and external differential quantum efficiency against temperature and

a subsequent exponential fit revealed a T0 value of 81 K (15 ◦C-120 ◦C) and a T1 value of 250 K

(15 ◦C-80 ◦C) / 133 K (80 ◦C-120 ◦C), respectively.

In order to investigate whether a similar trend for the temperature stability of the here grown lasers

can be observed, the temperature dependent P-I characteristics of the different laser devices were

measured. For this, approximately 900 µm long and 2 µm wide RWG lasers were used under

pulsed excitation (similar to BA lasers in section 5.2). The facets were not coated and remained as

cleaved. All lasers were mounted on Cu heatsinks for improved thermal conductivity. Starting from

an operation temperature of 15 ◦C, the temperature was ramped up by 5 K increments until 80 ◦C.

Starting there, the increments were increased to 10 K until a maximum operation temperature

for evaluation was reached. The measurements of representative devices are visualized for the

reference QD laser and the three TI QD lasers, respectively (Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11). In addition,

the T dependencies of the threshold current density and external differential quantum efficiency

as well as the resulting T0 and T1 values are displayed.

As expected, the slope of the P-I curves was approximately linear immediately after the threshold.

Later, however, instabilities occurred which manifested themselves in local minima and maxima.

These might be related to mode jumps. However, further investigations are necessary to determine

the cause of this finding. The evaluation of the measurements was done using the linear part of the

curve above threshold. Thus, the instabilities did not have any effect on the results. Furthermore,

all P-I characteristics showed a thermal roll-over at higher currents, which shifted to lower currents

as the temperature increased. This is related to a temporary increase of the internal temperature

caused by the current flowing periodically through the laser structure.
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Figure 5.11: Temperature dependent P-I measurements of approximately 900 µm long and 2 µm

wide RWG TI QD lasers with a (a) 4.5 nm, (b) 3.5 nm and (c) 3 nm wide InGaAs QW. A maximum

operation temperature of (a) 130 ◦C, (b) 100 ◦C and (c) 120 ◦C was found. The plot of threshold

current density against temperature and subsequent exponential fit revealed a T0 value of (a) 45 K

(15 ◦C-130 ◦C), (b) 44 K (15 ◦C-50 ◦C) / 30 K (50 ◦C-100 ◦C) and (c) 122 K (15 ◦C-50 ◦C) / 62 K

(50 ◦C-100 ◦C). An exponential fit of the external differential quantum efficiency versus operation

temperature plot showed a T1 value of (a) 134 K (15 ◦C-80 ◦C), (b) 131 K (15 ◦C-35 ◦C) / 75 K

(35 ◦C-80 ◦C) and (c) 201 K (15 ◦C-80 ◦C) / 77 K (80 ◦C-110 ◦C).
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5.4 Temperature dependent emission properties of QD and TI-QD lasers

The reference QD laser was operated up to 150 ◦C (Fig. 5.10). It showed a T0 value of 81 K in the

temperature range of 15 ◦C to 120 ◦C. Here, a comparison with the current literature is difficult,

because normally lasers are used which have an HR coating applied to one of the facets. This

technique drastically improves the slope efficiencies and in turn the external differential quantum

efficiencies and reduces the threshold current densities. This typically leads to an improved ther-

mal stability and thus higher T0 and T1 values. Taking this into account, the achieved T0 value is

low compared to other recently published QD lasers, which showed a characteristic temperature

of about 140 K until an operation temperature of 60 ◦C and 100 K above [4]. Furthermore, it is

also lower, than the best temperature stability obtained in InP based quantum well lasers [89,90].

Characteristic temperatures of up to 130 K have been demonstrated.

The TI QD lasers with 4.5 nm and 3.5 nm thick QWs and thus slightly misaligned energy bands

can be operated until 130 ◦C and 100 ◦C, respectively. Despite this, they showed a very similar

temperature dependency of the threshold current density at low temperatures (15 ◦C-50 ◦C), re-

sulting in a T0 value of approximately 45 K. This is very low compared to the reference QD laser

and more comparable to QW lasers. For temperatures above, the situation aggravated for the TI

QD laser with a QW thickness of 3.5 nm with a T0 value of 30 K, while it remained constant for the

TI QD laser with a 4.5 nm thick QW. It is unclear, why this is the case, but it might be related to

the comparably low internal quantum efficiency. In contrast to this, the temperature stability of the

TI QD laser with the best energy band alignment (3 nm thick QW) has improved enormously com-

pared to the other TI QD lasers. A maximum operation temperature of 120 ◦C was demonstrated,

while the evaluation resulted in T0 values of 122 K (between 15 ◦C and 50 ◦C) and 62 K (between

50 ◦C and 100 ◦C). Thus, the improvement is rather drastic, almost tripling the values obtained

for the other TI QD lasers in the lower temperature range. These dramatic differences can be on

one hand explained by the variation of the internal quantum efficiency and the internal absorption.

These parameters have a direct influence on the temperature stability of a semiconductor laser

device [45]. Unfortunately, these values are only available for the operation at 20 ◦C and not over

the full operation temperature range. On the other hand, a misalignment of the energy band might

favor the thermal carrier escape at higher operation temperatures. As it was shown by the analysis

of PL measurements of TI test samples, slight differences in the energy band alignment can alter

the activation energy of escape processes [78]. A TI test sample with a 3 nm thick QW showed a

similar behavior as a simple QD reference sample with an activation energy of 30 meV and hence

a similar carrier confinement. This value was almost halved for the test sample with a 4 nm thick

QW [78]. This can be directly translated to the analyzed lasers, with the TI QD lasers with 4.5 nm
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5.4 Temperature dependent emission properties of QD and TI-QD lasers

and 3.5 nm thick QWs having a reduced carrier confinement than the 3 nm QW counterpart. Thus,

thermal escape seems to be more probable for these two TI QD lasers at elevated temperatures,

which ultimately reduces the thermal stability.

Comparing the T0 values of the reference QD laser with the TI QD laser with a 3 nm QW thickness,

large differences were discerned, especially for the lower operation temperatures. Here, the TI

QD laser surpassed the QD laser by 50 %. For higher operation temperatures, the situation was

reversed. This is in accordance to theory, which suggests, that the carrier scattering through the

hybridized state is less temperature sensitive than the cascade like relaxation inside a QD [75].

At elevated temperatures this did not seem to hold true. A possible explanation might be an

aggravation of the energy band alignment, since both, QD and QW transitions, shift differently

[78]. This might result in the aforementioned reduction of the carrier confinement and thus higher

probability of thermal carrier escape.

As expected, the evaluated characteristic temperature of the external differential quantum effi-

ciency T1 of each laser is larger than its T0 in the same temperature range. For the T1 values

of the TI QD lasers, the same trend was observed as for the T0 values. Both, the TI QD lasers

with 4.5 nm and 3.5 nm thick QWs, show similar values in the low temperature regime. At higher

operation temperatures, again the situation aggravated for the TI QD laser with a 3.5 nm thick QW,

while it stayed the same for the 4.5 nm one. Again, the TI QD laser with the 3 nm thick QWs

showed the best temperature stability with respect to the external differential quantum efficiency

and slope efficiency. The highest T1 value was achieved for TI QD lasers with 201 K in the tem-

perature range of 15 ◦C to 80 ◦C. This value is still lower than for the reference QD laser, which

showed a T1 value of 250 K in the same temperature range. However, this stays in contrast to the

T0 values of both lasers, showing a different behavior.

Despite the threshold current increasing and the slope efficiency decreasing with increasing tem-

perature, the central emission wavelength typically also shifts to longer wavelengths, which is

caused by a reduction of the bandgap energy. This behavior was observed for the reference QD

laser as well as the different TI QD lasers (Fig. 5.12). The temperature dependence stayed linear

over the full temperature range for the reference QD laser and TI QD laser with 3 nm thick QWs.

The slopes were comparable with 0.49 nm/K and 0.46 nm/K, respectively. Contrary, for the TI QD

lasers with 4.5 nm and 3.5 nm thick QWs a linear dependence was only observed for temperatures

≤ 50 K. Furthermore, the slopes with 0.39 nm/K and 0.29 nm/K were lower than for the other two

lasers. At higher temperatures, a second peak appears in the spectra (not shown), which shifts

the emission to lower wavelengths. This shift amounts to approximately 30 nm to 40 nm, which
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5.4 Temperature dependent emission properties of QD and TI-QD lasers

Figure 5.12: Temperature dependent central emission wavelength of the approximately 900 µm

long and 2 µm wide RWG reference QD laser and TI QD lasers with a 4.5 nm, 3.5 nm and 3 nm

wide InGaAs QW. High slopes of 0.49 nm/K and 0.46 nm/K over the full temperature range were

observed for the reference QD laser and TI QD laser with 3 nm thick QWs, respectively. In contrast,

the TI QD lasers with 4.5 nm and 3.5 nm thick QWs showed a linear temperature dependence

below 50 ◦C with slopes of 0.39 nm/K and 0.29 nm/K, respectively. For higher temperatures a shift

to shorter wavelengths was observed.

corresponds to 15 meV to 20 meV. Since these values are too low for a typical higher order transi-

tion inside the quantum dots, other mechanics are more plausible. Due to the complex energetical

structure, the exact transitions involved are difficult to pinpoint. An explanation could be a switch to

indirect spatial recombination [77] or lasing from newly formed hybrid states caused by the different

bandgap reductions of QW and QDs with increasing temperature. Due to the misaligned energy

bands, these effects should be more pronounced in the TI QD lasers with 4.5 nm and 3.5 nm thick

QWs. Additionally, the reduced slopes in the linear regime of these lasers might also be correlated

to these phenomena. In order to clarify, which transitions are involved in the lasing process, more

in depth spectroscopic analyses have to be made.

Even though the TI QD laser with supposedly optimum energy band alignment displayed a better

T0 value than the reference QD laser over a limited temperature range, the reference QD laser

overall exhibits a better temperature stability over a broader temperature range. As already seen

for the modulation properties, this is in contradiction to theory that emphasizes an overall improved
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Figure 5.13: Representative P-I measurements for BA lasers of varying lengths for the TI QD laser

with 8 TI layers with the corresponding emission spectra. The emission wavelength of the lasers

was slightly shifted compared to the desired value of 1.55 µm.

thermal stability. Further investigations on the underlying mechanisms are needed to further un-

derstand the individual parameters influencing the temperature stability.

5.5 Comparison of lasers with a different number of layers in active

region

By increasing the number of QD layers in the active region of an InP-based high-speed laser

design, an improvement of the modal gain, the temperature stability and the modulation properties

at elevated temperatures (80 ◦C) was shown [4]. In order to investigate whether an increased

number of TI structures has a positive influence on the performance of TI QD lasers, a TI QD

laser with 8 TI structures was grown. It was compared to a six TI layer laser structure of identical

architecture (compare section 5.1). The TI design consisted of a 3 nm thick InGaAs QW, a 2 nm

thick InAlGaAs barrier and InAs QDs. Thus, the energy bands were supposedly optimally aligned

for efficient carrier transfer to the QD GS.

The addition of further TI structures to the active region (including spacer layers) can have various

consequences for the investigated laser structures. On the one hand, the volume of the active zone

is increased, which should improve the gain as long as the carrier distribution is homogeneous

enough. Furthermore, the relative volume increase of the active region and waveguide are not

the same, resulting in a higher confinement factor. Both of these phenomena enhance the modal

gain. On the other hand, the internal absorption might increase due to an increased waveguide

volume, while the density of absorption centers (like point defects) stays the same. Moreover, the
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5.6 Incorporation of p-type doping into the active region of QD and TI-QD lasers

threshold current density is heavily influenced by the modal gain and internal absorption (compare

section 2.3.2), which makes it difficult to judge, whether the increased number of TI structures in

the active region has a positive or negative effect on this parameter.

Both samples were processed into BA lasers. The P-I characteristics and emission spectra of the

TI QD laser with six TI layers were already shown in section 5.2, while those of the TI QD laser

with eight TI structures are visualized in Fig. 5.13 for four different laser lengths. The extracted

static parameters are summarized in Tab. 5.2. The emission spectra of both laser structures were

slightly redshifted in comparison to the desired emission wavelength of 1.55 µm, but comparable

with each other. Examining the P-I measurements, slightly reduced threshold currents, but also

slope efficiencies were observed for the eight TI layer laser. Still, the differences in the threshold

current densities with increasing laser length are not as large as for the eight-layer laser, which

is reflected in its enhanced modal gain. However, the modal gain per TI structure remained the

same with approximately 15 cm−1. Furthermore, the internal absorption increased slightly, as

predicted. The effect of these changes on the threshold current density at infinite cavity length and

transparency current density is negligible, since both values differed only marginally. The internal

quantum efficiency also remained at a similar level by introducing more TI-structures to the active

region.

It would have been interesting to see, if the increased modal gain manifests in improved thermal or

modulation properties. Unfortunately, it was not possible to process this sample into RWG lasers

and measure them in time for this thesis.

Table 5.2: Comparison of the evaluated static parameters of TI QD lasers with 6 and 8 TI QD layers

is the active region.

Laser type Jinf [A/cm2] Jtr [A/cm2] ηi αi [cm−1] Γg0 [cm−1]

6 TI QD layers laser 715.8 442.8 0.74 14.0 105.0

8 TI QD layers laser 672.1 453.1 0.85 16.5 115.2
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5.6 Incorporation of p-type doping into the active region of QD and TI-QD lasers

Figure 5.14: PL spectra of a QD as well as TI QD lasers with p-type doping in the active region.

The laser samples were treated with RTA at a temperature of 680 ◦C. The measurements were

performed at 10 K with an excitation power density of 0.5 W/cm2. The FWHM linewidth indicated

by a double-headed arrow of the TI QD laser was reduced in comparison to the QD laser. An

emission wavelength of 1.46 µm corresponds to 1.55 µm at RT.

5.6 Incorporation of p-type doping into the active region of QD and

TI-QD lasers

The use of p-type doping in the active region of QD lasers provides holes to the lasing state without

the need to transport them there. Effects with a negative impact on the device performance, like

reduced gain and differential gain due to a thermally broadened hole distribution, can be drastically

reduced [91,92]. Furthermore, Auger recombination inside QDs or QDashes is increased. On one

hand, this improves the temperature stability (T0 value), but also increases the threshold current [1,

93]. This circumstance might explain, why an increased small signal modulation bandwidth was

observed [88].

The TI QD and QD lasers investigated within this section have been fabricated as described before

with slight modifications (compare section 5.1). The spacer layer between two TI or QD layers was

modified with p-type doping. Instead of 20 nm of undoped InAlGaAs, the first 5 nm were left

undoped, while the next 5 nm showed a doping level of 5·1017 cm−3 and the last 10 nm were

again undoped. This was done in accordance to the best performing InP based TI QD laser to

date [6]. A 3 nm thick InGaAs QW and a 2 nm thick InAlGaAs barrier were used for the TI QD

laser.
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5.6 Incorporation of p-type doping into the active region of QD and TI-QD lasers

Figure 5.15: Representative P-I measurements for BA lasers of varying lengths for the (a) QD and

(b) TI QD laser with p-type doping in the active region. Adjacent are the corresponding emission

spectra. The QD laser showed lower threshold currents and higher slope efficiencies compared

to the TI QD laser. The emission wavelength of both laser types was approximately at the desired

value of 1.55 µm.

Samples for PL measurements as well as BA and RWG laser devices were fabricated exactly as

described in the respective sections of the undoped counterparts (compare sections 5.1 & 5.2).

Unfortunately, problems with the fabrication of RWG lasers resulted in a low yield and non-optimum

performance of the working devices. Nevertheless, the best devices were selected and used for

further measurements.

The PL spectra of the grown laser structures measured at 10 K are visualized in Fig. 5.14. Both

samples were measured one after the other with the same excitation power density and in principal

exhibit the same emission intensity. Furthermore, the emission wavelength of both samples was

the same (approximately 1.46 µm corresponding to 1.55 µm at RT). Thus, for comparable laser

devices the same emission wavelength was expected. Although the FWHM linewidths were highly

similar, slight differences were observed. Again, the linewidth of the TI QD laser was smaller than
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5.6 Incorporation of p-type doping into the active region of QD and TI-QD lasers

that of the QD laser. This is a feature of the TI structure and has been discussed in detail in

section 4.5.

The P-I characteristics as well as emission spectra of the processed BA lasers are visualized in

Fig. 5.15 and the resulting static parameters are displayed in comparison to those of the undoped

laser structures for both laser types (Tab. 5.3). The emission wavelengths of both laser types were

approximately 1.55 µm as designed. Even though both laser structures showed highly similar PL

emission wavelengths, the TI QD laser showed a shift to longer wavelengths in comparison to the

QD laser. This can be attributed to the selection of emitting QDs through the tunneling process and

an associated different shift going to RT. The P-I measurements showed higher slope efficiencies

for the QD laser stripes compared to the TI QD laser stripes of similar lengths as was already

seen for the undoped laser structures (compare 5.2). In contrast, the threshold currents of the QD

laser stripes were lower, which was not as pronounced for the undoped lasers. These findings are

reflected by the static parameters. The threshold current density at infinite cavity length was lower

for the QD laser. The internal quantum efficiency and the modal gain were significantly higher for

the QD laser. Unfortunately, the fitting of the natural logarithm of the threshold current density vs.

the inverse stripe length, which results in the modal gain value, scatters a lot for the QD laser.

Hence, the actual value was not reliable, but in the right order of magnitude. Compared to the

undoped structures, the modal gain values of 19.5 cm−1 and 23.5 cm−1 were substantially higher

and among the highest values measured for InP based QD lasers (compare 5.2). The internal

absorption values were slightly increased, while the threshold current densities at infinite cavity

length and transparency current densities were drastically increased for the laser samples with

Table 5.3: Evaluated static parameters of the QD laser and the TI QD lasers with p-type doping

incorporated into the active region in comparison to the corresponding undoped laser structures.

Laser type Jinf [A/cm2] Jtr [A/cm2] ηi αi [cm−1] Γg0 [cm−1]

reference QD laser 664.3 425.4 0.76 12.6 101.3

QD laser p-type doping 902.8 607.1 0.83 17.9 141.0

TI QD laser 3 nm QW 715.8 442.8 0.74 14.0 105.0

TI QD laser p-type doping 1011.8 519.6 0.62 14.1 117.5
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Figure 5.16: Small signal modulation measurements of the (a) QD laser as well as (b) TI QD laser

with p-type doping incorporated into the active region. One facet of the lasers was HR coated and

the lasers were mounted for better thermal conductivity. The maximum modulation bandwidth was

increased for the QD laser (14.5 GHz) in comparison to the TI QD lasers (10.6 GHz). Despite

a higher modal gain value, no improvement of the modulation bandwidth was achieved by the

introduction of p-type doping in the active region of the QD laser.

p-type doping. As already mentioned, this seems to be a direct effect of the p-type doping in the

active region, which in turn means, that improved modulation properties should be possible.

In order to evaluate this, small signal modulation measurements were performed as described in

section 3.5.2. The used RWG lasers had a length of approximately 350 µm. One facet of each

laser was coated with an HR coating and they were mounted on Cu heatsinks, identical to the

undoped QD and TI QD lasers evaluated in section 5.3. The results of both, the QD and the TI

QD laser with p-type doping in the active region, are shown in Fig. 5.16. The QD laser exhibits a

maximum modulation bandwidth of about 14.5 GHz, which is slightly smaller than the 14.9 GHz

demonstrated by the undoped laser structure (compare section 5.3).

The TI QD laser on the other hand, showed a maximum modulation bandwidth of 10.6 GHz, which

is still lower than the QD laser, but higher compared to the undoped case (8.6 GHz). Thus, p-

type doping seems to have a larger positive effect on the TI QD lasers than on the QD lasers.

By optimizing the doping profile, further improvements might be possible closing the modulation

performance gap between both laser types.

Even though a large increase of the modal gain was observed, a big improvement of the maximum

modulation bandwidth in comparison to the undoped lasers was not detected. Due to the increased

internal absorption and threshold current density values, the lasers might go into thermal roll-over

at low gain currents before reaching high output powers. Thus, the lasers did not seem to be
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Figure 5.17: Temperature dependent P-I measurements (pulsed mode) of approximately 900 µm

long and 2 µm wide RWG (a) QD as well as (b) TI QD lasers with p-type doping incorporated

into the active region. A maximum operation temperature of (a) 120 ◦C and (b) 100 ◦C was ob-

served, respectively. The plot of threshold current density against temperature and a subsequent

exponential fit revealed a T0 value of (a) 79 K (15 ◦C-80 ◦C) / 59 K (80 ◦C-120 ◦C) and (b) 100 K

(15 ◦C-45 ◦C) / 52 K (45 ◦C-80 ◦C). An exponential fit of the external differential quantum effi-

ciency versus operation temperature plot showed a T1 value of (a) 3218 K (15 ◦C-55 ◦C) / 335 K

(55 ◦C-100 ◦C) and (b) 195 K (15 ◦C-50 ◦C) / 119 K (50 ◦C-80 ◦C).

gain limited. Better thermal conductance might alleviate these problems, increasing the maximum

modulation bandwidth.

The temperature dependent measurements have been conducted as described in section 5.4. The

resulting P-I-characteristics of both, the QD and TI QD laser with p-type doping in the active region,

are visualized in Fig. 5.17. Additionally, the T dependencies of the threshold current density and

external differential quantum efficiency with the assessed T0 and T1 values are depicted.

As already observed for the undoped laser structures, the slope after threshold of the P-I curves

was approximately linear (used for evaluation) and instabilities occurred at higher gain currents,
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Figure 5.18: Temperature dependent central emission wavelenegth of approximately 900 µm long

and 2 µm wide RWG QD as well as TI QD lasers with p-type doping incorporated into the active

region. High slopes of 0.44 nm/K and 0.43 nm/K over the full temperature range were observed

for the QD and TI QD laser, respectively.

that are possibly related to mode jumps. These were especially pronounced for the QD laser, but

it is a feature of this specific device and not of the whole badge. Although, a better temperature

stability was expected, the lasers incorporating p-type doping in the active region could not be

operated at similarly high temperatures as the identical undoped lasers. Hence, the maximum

operation temperature was reduced by 20 ◦C-30 ◦C.

Despite this reduction in maximum operation temperature, the T0 value of the QD laser in the low

temperature region (15 ◦C-80 ◦C) was similar to the undoped counterpart. Only for elevated tem-

peratures, the T0 value was reduced, while it remained constant in the undoped case. However,

the T1 values of the doped QD laser device were largely surpassing those of the undoped laser.

Furthermore, a T1 value of approximately 3200 K is very large in the context of InP based QD

lasers [4]. By introducing p-type doping into the active region, the thermal stability of the TI QD

laser was reduced due to smaller T0 and T1 values as well as a lowering of the maximum operation

temperature.

Comparing both doped laser structures, the behavior is highly similar and comparable to the un-

doped case. The T0 value obtained in the low temperature regime (15 ◦C-45 ◦C) was higher for

the doped TI QD laser, but the situation reverses at higher temperatures. The QD laser largely
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outclasses the TI QD laser in the temperature dependence of the external differential quantum

efficiency.

Similar to the undoped laser structures, the temperature induced central emission wavelength shift

is comparable for both laser types (Fig. 5.18). Slopes of 0.44 nm/K and 0.43 nm/K were discerned

for the p-doped QD laser and TI QD laser, respectively. These values are slightly lower than those

of their undoped counterparts. Thus, the p-type doping seems to positively influence this emission

shift.

Even though, an improvement of the T1 values of the QD laser was observed by p-type doping,

overall the thermal stability seemed to be reduced for both laser types. A possible explanation

might be a too high doping concentration or a too close proximity to the InAs QDs. These might

serve rather as non-radiative recombination centers with increasing temperature than providing

the lasing state with holes for recombination. Further lasers with an improved doping profile need

to be investigated to determine the optimum conditions for these laser types. However, the initial

results in modulation bandwidth and temperature dependence were not devastating. Thus, an

optimized structure should yield an improvement.
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6 Influence of material interdiffusion on the

emission properties of QD and TI-QD laser

samples

A further approach to improve the performance of conventional QD lasers is the application of post

growth RTA. This technique was employed to understand the influence of the annealing tempera-

ture on TI structures and lasers. In particular, QW, QD and TI reference samples as well as QD and

TI QD laser structures were annealed by heating to a temperature from 680 ◦C to 780 ◦C with a

20 K increment for 30 s under N2 atmosphere. An energetically nearly optimally aligned TI design

was used for the laser and the corresponding layer thicknesses for the reference samples (com-

pare Fig. 6.1 & sections 4.1, 4.3, 4.4 and 5.1 for growth details). Selected laser structures (680 ◦C,

720 ◦C, 780 ◦C RTA temperature) were processed into BA lasers and the P-I characteristics of the

100 µm wide stripes were measured. The results were partly published in [94].

6.1 Emission properties of QD and QW reference samples

The treatment of semiconductor materials with RTA promotes the diffusion of elements present

in the grown compounds. The diffusion length of each element species is dependent on the

temperature and the time the sample is subjected to it [97]. Since the diffusion lengths are usually

in the range of a few nm [95, 98], this effect mainly occurs and is important at interfaces of two

different materials. Thereby, an intermixing changes the element concentrations and the energy

bands. This effect is especially pronounced for very thin structures like QWs or QDs. The analyzed

samples have a QW, QDs or TI structure embedded in a In0.528Al0.238Ga0.234As matrix (compare

Fig. 6.1). The binding energies of the Ga-As and In-As bonds are weaker compared to the Al-As

bond [99, 100]. Thus, the diffusion length of Al is smaller than for the other two elements for a

constant temperature and annealing time. Consequently, only slight changes in the concentration

profile of Al were observed in this material system at similar annealing times [101] and can be
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Figure 6.1: Growth design of the QD, QW and TI reference structures as well as the high-speed

InP based TI QD laser used for RTA treatment experiments. A reference QD laser was grown

without the 3.5 nm thick InGaAs and 1.8 nm thick InAlGaAs layers in the active region.

neglected. Furthermore, the concentration of In in the QW and barrier materials is similar and a

diffusion from and into the QW can be neglected. Hence, the interdiffusion of Ga is the dominating

process for the QW (compare Fig. 6.2a), while both, In and Ga, diffuse for the InAs QDs. Despite

the concentration changes, the intermixing smears the interfaces out and induces a modification

of the energy bands [96]. This effectively reduces the thicknesses of the QWs and reduces the

height of the QDs. As a consequence, the potential changes from a box-like to a parabolic shape

with increased confinement (compare Fig. 6.2b).

For the InGaAs QW embedded in InAlGaAs, a reduction of the band gap energy occurs. This is

most probably related to a reduced Ga concentration inside the QW. This effect competes with

the increased confinement, that increases the bandgap. By analyzing the PL emission spectra of

the 3.5 nm thick InGaAs QW reference sample for different RTA temperatures measured at 10 K

(Fig. 6.3a), a clear emission shift to shorter wavelengths was observed. Even though this does
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Figure 6.2: Effects of interdiffusion at a QW region. (a) Exemplary change of Ga concentration

with different diffusion lengths. Figure modified according to [95]. (b) Exemplary change of the

conduction band after RTA treatment. Figure modified according to [96].

not result in a major emission shift, the confinement increase appears to be the dominating pro-

cess. Similarly, the emission of the InAs QD reference structure shifted to higher energies as well

(Fig. 6.3b), with slightly different mechanics. All discussed effects (increase of Ga concentration,

reduction of In concentration and mean QD height) increase the band gap energy and thus shift

the emission to shorter wavelengths. Comparable observations were made for InAs QDs grown

on InP [102, 103] due to the diffusion of P into the QDs. However, an overall smaller shift was

observed for the QW structure compared to the QDs reference sample (Fig. 6.4a). This happens

most probably due to the competing mechanisms in the QW during RTA, which are not present in

the QDs.

The emission energy shift is accompanied by a general increase in PL peak emission intensity. An

explanation might be a reduced concentration of point defects and other non-radiative recombina-

tion centers [47]. However, the QW sample annealed at 780 ◦C did not follow this trend and an

increased linewidth and reduced maximum emission intensity was observed in comparison to sam-

ples treated with lower RTA temperatures. Since the integrated intensity still increased (Fig. 6.4c),

this is mostly an effect of the broadening and not of an increased number of defects. At lower RTA

temperatures (≤ 740 ◦C) the linewidth was stable, while it started increasing at 760 ◦C (Fig. 6.4b).

This broadening suggests a strong increase in the interface roughness and the onset of material

decomposition of the QW for temperatures ≥ 780 ◦C. Despite this, the formation of QDs out of the
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6.1 Emission properties of QD and QW reference samples

Figure 6.3: PL spectroscopy measurements of (a) 3.5 nm thick InGaAs QW reference sample, (b)

InAs QDs reference sample and (c) TI reference sample consisting of a 3.5 nm thick InGaAs QW,

a 2 nm thick InAlGaAs barrier and InAs QDs treated with varying RTA temperatures measured at

10 K with an excitation power density of 0.5 W/cm2. Higher RTA temperatures corresponded to a

general blueshift and increase in PL intensity [94].
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the PL (a) central emission wavelength, (b) FWHM linewidth and (c)

integrated emission intensity of the 3.5 nm thick InGaAs QW reference sample, the InAs QDs

reference sample and the TI reference sample consisting of a 3.5 nm thick InGaAs QW, a 2 nm

thick InAlGaAs barrier and InAs QDs treated with varying RTA temperatures measured at 10 K [94].

QW material has been described [104]. However, since no further peaks appear in the spectra

and the lattice constants of the QW and the surrounding material do not differ, this process seems

rather unlikely.

Contrary to these findings, the linewidth of the QD reference increased until an RTA temperature

of 760 ◦C. By increasing the RTA temperature to 780 ◦C, the linewidth was drastically reduced

(24.5 meV). These findings are in contrast to studies, that report a narrowing of the QD size

distribution and in turn of the PL linewidth [105,106]. Nevertheless, a roughening of the interfaces

due to intermixing supports the slight broadening of the linewidth for increasing RTA temperatures.

The size fluctuations were strongly increased at an RTA temperature of 760 ◦C until the dots

seem to dissolve into the wetting layer at 780 ◦C RTA temperature. This would result in a strong

reduction of the linewidth, since the QDs basically form a highly strained QW. Similar findings have

been reported with a consistent QD dissolving temperature [107]. The driving effect behind these
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6.2 PL analysis of reference TI samples

Figure 6.5: PL spectroscopy measurements of TI reference sample consisting of a 3.5 nm thick

InGaAs QW, a 2 nm thick InAlGaAs barrier and InAs QDs treated with varying RTA temperatures

measured at 10 K with an increased excitation power density of 4.4 W/cm2. The sample treated

with an RTA temperature of 780 ◦C showed a second emerging peak related to recombination

inside the QW [94].

observations remain to be elucidated and cannot be explained by PL measurements alone. Similar

to the QW reference sample, a general increase of integrated PL emission intensity was observed

due to the reduction of point defects and other non-radiative recombination centers (Fig. 6.4a).

6.2 PL analysis of reference TI samples

By analyzing the PL measurements of the corresponding TI reference sample (Fig. 6.3c), the

similarities to the QD reference were apparent. A general increase in PL intensity as well as

an emission shift to lower wavelength was observed. This can be explained by the proper band

alignment of the samples leading to emission primarily from the QDs at 10 K (compare chapter 4).

As already described in section 4.5, the energy band alignment of this TI structure was very close

to optimum conditions for this particular material system [74]. The tunneling probability stayed

high enough that only the QD emission was visible at 10 K, as long as the energy difference

stayed within a certain range. This seems to be true for all investigated RTA temperatures.

However, by increasing the PL excitation power density, the general behavior remained the same

(Fig. 6.5). Only for the sample annealed at 780 ◦C two distinct peaks were discerned, which is an

indication of a strongly detuned TI system (compare 4.5). The most likely reason is the respective
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6.3 Laser structure PL emission properties

different energy shift of the QW and QDs. The resulting energy band is not anymore favorably

aligned for carrier transfer and some carriers remain in the QW and recombine there.

The QD emission of the TI structure did not shift as much as the QD reference sample (56.7 meV

compared to 60.9meV (Fig. 6.4a)). This can be explained by the energetic selection of the emitting

QD sub-ensemble of specific sizes through the tunneling process [74]. The change of PL linewidth

followed the trend observed in the QD reference sample. By increasing the RTA temperature, a

slight increase in linewidth was observed. Both, the large increase and the strong reduction of the

linewidth at an RTA temperature of 760 ◦C and 780 ◦C, respectively, were not as distinct as for the

TI reference sample. This seems to be a superposition of the QDs apparently dissolving into the

wetting layer (effectively forming a QW) and the energy shift differences between the QDs and the

QW. At the highest RTA temperature, the energy band alignment turns unfavorable for tunneling

of the carriers to occur. Consequently, the QD sub-ensemble eligible for tunneling is effectively

reduced, resulting in a strongly decreased linewidth. Similar to the other reference samples, an

overall increase in PL peak intensity and of integrated intensity with increasing RTA temperature

were observed. This again might be attributed to the reduction of the concentration of defects and

other non-radiative recombination centers [47]. Only the as grown sample does not fit into this

pattern and showed a higher integrated intensity than the samples treated with RTA temperatures

of 680 ◦C to 740 ◦C. This feature might be related to the alignment of the setup, especially, since

it is not observable for the measurement at higher excitation power density. However, it remains

unclear, what caused this increase.

6.3 Laser structure PL emission properties

The PL spectra of the final QD laser structure (Fig. 6.6a) showed comparable behavior as the

QD reference structures, i.e. general shift of the PL peak to lower wavelengths and an increase

in emission intensity at higher RTA temperatures (Fig. 6.7a). Slight deviations were observed in

the linewidth. Despite a general linewidth increase with raising RTA temperature and a strong

increase at the highest temperature, the linewidth drop observed for the QD reference sample was

not detected. This can be explained by the statistical nature of the QD formation, all QD layers

slightly differ from each other. This might shift the decomposition temperature from sample to

sample. Thus, the large linewidth reduction for this sample should occur at a minorly increased

RTA temperature.

Contrary to these findings, the TI QD laser did not behave as the test structure (Fig. 6.6b), al-

though the emission shift was still present, but to a smaller extent than in the reference samples.
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6.3 Laser structure PL emission properties

Figure 6.6: PL spectroscopy measurements of a (a) QD laser and (b) TI QD laser treated with

varying RTA temperatures measured at 10 K with an excitation power density of 4.4 W/cm2. A

general blueshift was observed. The PL intensity of the QD laser increased with higher RTA

temperature, while it first increased and then again decreased for the TI QD laser [94].

Additionally, the second emerging peak (related to the QW transition) observed for the TI reference

sample was not observed for the laser structure. This is most probably related to a better energy

band alignment after treatment with the highest applied RTA temperature in comparison to the TI

reference structure. The amount of carriers fed to the QD GS is very sensitive to the energy band

alignment, which in turn is very sensitive to the individual energy states confined in the QDs and

the QW. Small differences in the QW thickness and QD morphology have a high impact on the tran-

sition energies and thus the starting conditions. The treatment with an RTA temperature of 680 ◦C

increased the PL emission intensity significantly, but a further increase of the annealing temper-

ature decreased it again (Fig. 6.7c). Only at very high RTA temperatures slight increases were
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6.4 Improvement of laser material properties

Figure 6.7: Comparison of the PL (a) central emission wavelength, (b) FWHM linewidth and (c)

integrated emission intensity of the QD as well as TI QD lasers treated with varying RTA tempera-

tures measured at 10 K [94].

observed. Possible explanations will be discussed with the evaluation of the P-I measurements of

BA lasers in the following section (compare 6.4). Despite this observed behavior with increasing

RTA temperature, the linewidth acted similar to the TI reference sample (Fig. 6.7b). Initially, it in-

creased slightly and then reduced below the starting value, but not as distinct as expected. As for

the QD laser, this might be related to slight deviations in the QD material.

6.4 Improvement of laser material properties

The positive impact of an RTA treatment on the performance of laser devices was already de-

scribed [3, 48, 49] and can be explained by a reduced number of defects and other non-radiative

recombination centers. In the following section, the behaviors of the utilized lasers are compared

with the performance of the laser annealed at the lowest RTA temperature of 680 ◦C. At this

temperature no significant wavelength shift is expected originating from interdiffusion or structural
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6.4 Improvement of laser material properties

Figure 6.8: Emission spectra of comparable broad area high-speed QD and TI QD lasers. The

lasers were treated with different RTA temperatures.

changes. However, the basic material quality should be similar, since most of the crystal defects

should be annealed. The laser devices annealed at higher RTA temperatures exhibited a central

emission wavelength blueshift of up to 90 nm for the QD laser and 60 nm for the TI QD laser

(Fig. 6.8) depending on the RTA temperature. This is approximately coinciding with the observed

PL emission shift. The TI QD laser shifted stronger than the QD laser starting at an RTA temper-

ature of 680 ◦C to 720 ◦C. Similar to the PL emission shift (compare section 6.1), both of these

observations can be explained by the selection of the emitting QD ensemble through the tunnel-

ing process. Since the desired emission wavelength of the laser was targeted at approximately

1.55 µm without any RTA treatment, a high temperature RTA treatment strongly shifts the emission

away from this region. This should be kept in mind, while discussing other effects.

Representative P-I characteristics of both, the TI QD and the QD lasers, treated with varying RTA

temperatures are shown in Fig. 6.9. Four different laser lengths were measured for each laser

structure. The emission properties of the BA lasers were strongly dependent on their length.

However, the individual lengths are always varying slightly, but a direct comparison is difficult.

The length differences from shortest to longest device were increasing simultaneously to the RTA

temperature for the TI QD laser and increased the spread of the P-I measurements. The observed

threshold currents were within the same range, even though the RTA temperature was changed

significantly. By comparing the laser stripes with similar lengths, no changes in the P-I curves were

observed.

The QD laser annealed at 680 ◦C and 720 ◦C behaved similarly, but the QD lasers treated with

an RTA temperature of 780 ◦C showed significantly lower threshold currents (decrease by 28 %)

and higher slope efficiencies (increase by 18 %). As seen in chapter 5, the TI QD lasers exhibited
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6.4 Improvement of laser material properties

Figure 6.9: P-I characteristics of QD and TI QD broad area lasers treated with varying RTA temper-

atures. Four different laser lengths are shown for each laser sample. The TI QD lasers performed

similarly independent of the RTA temperature, while the slope efficiency and the threshold current

of the QD laser improved significantly for an RTA temperature of 780 ◦C [94].

a lower threshold current than the QD lasers annealed at lower RTA temperatures. Nevertheless,

this is comparable to the QD lasers treated with the highest temperature. This is probably due

to the higher carrier injection efficiency of the TI QD lasers, which is equalized by the reduction

of defects and other non-radiative recombination centers in the QDs for very high RTA tempera-

tures (compare Fig. 6.6). Even though the linewidth and in turn the inhomogeneous broadening

increased, the improved material quality more than makes up for it. A disintegration of the QDs

(as observed for the reference structures) most probably would have a negative impact on the

laser emission properties, but needs further investigations. Opposed to that, overall the slope

efficiencies are lower for the TI QD lasers (compare chapter 5).

The cavity length dependent P-I measurements were evaluated for both types of BA lasers. A

summary of the resulting static parameters is shown in Tab. 6.1. The PL measurements indicated,
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6.4 Improvement of laser material properties

that higher RTA temperatures correspond to a higher concentration of optically active QDs. The

QD laser showed a direct improvement of the threshold current density at infinite cavity length,

transparency current density, internal quantum efficiency and modal gain going from an RTA tem-

perature of 680 ◦C to 780 ◦C. Only the internal absorption increased. This can be explained by

the interdiffusion of doping material into or at least very close to the active region. The slight differ-

ences between the treatment with an RTA temperature of 680 ◦C and 720 ◦C were expected by the

already performed PL measurements (compare Fig. 6.7), since the integrated emission intensity

remains the same, while the FWHM linewidth is reduced slightly.

This is different for the TI QD laser. The internal quantum efficiency and the modal gain increased

from 680 ◦C to 720 ◦C, while the internal absorption, threshold current density at infinite cavity

length and transparency current density increased. The significant increase of the internal ab-

sorption might originate from an elevated band absorption caused by a misalignment between QD

and TI QW states and a reduced splitting energy between QW and QD GSs. This might occur by

the enlarged material diffusion into QDs compared to QWs already at moderate RTA temperatures

(compare Fig. 6.3). Although the modal gain and the internal efficiency improved, the high internal

absorption seems to restrict the overall improvement of the performance (compare Fig. 6.9). De-

spite this, the RTA treatment might improve the band alignment initially, but deteriorate at higher

Table 6.1: Evaluated static parameters of the QD and TI QD lasers treated with RTA at varying

temperatures. A tremendous improvement of the QD laser was observed at 780 ◦C. The param-

eters of the TI QD laser changed unpredictably, while the actual P-I characteristics stayed at the

same level (compare Fig. 6.9) [94].

Laser type Jinf [A/cm2] Jtr [A/cm2] ηi αi [cm−1] Γg0 [cm−1]

QD laser 680 ◦C RTA 664.3 425.4 0.76 12.6 101.3

QD laser 720 ◦C RTA 688.5 437.5 0.75 12.5 106.3

QD laser 780 ◦C RTA 485.1 366.5 0.93 15 109.4

TI QD laser 680 ◦C RTA 400.5 219.3 0.63 10.9 69.9

TI QD laser 720 ◦C RTA 460.7 280.5 0.79 17.5 98.7

TI QD laser 780 ◦C RTA 402.7 239.4 0.79 17 79.4
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6.4 Improvement of laser material properties

RTA temperatures again, if the as-grown TI structure was not already optimally tuned. The band

alignment can be related to the ratio of the QD to the QW PL emission peak and not to the emission

intensity of the QD related peak (compare section 4.5), which is consistent with the observations

of the PL measurements (compare Fig. 6.6b). The internal absorption and internal quantum effi-

ciency were similar at an RTA temperature of 780 ◦C, while the threshold current density at infinite

cavity length, transparency current density and modal gain were reduced. These findings may be

a result of the interplay of energy band detuning and overall reduced defects in the structure.

In total, the effect of RTA on the QD lasers follows a clear trend. For temperatures above a specific

threshold the performance of the laser improved. There is a maximum applicable RTA tempera-

ture, which should not be exceeded due to the destruction of the QDs and the probable loss of

the accompanying advantages. This is accompanied by an emission wavelength shift, that was

also observed for the TI QD laser. The other effects of RTA on the TI QD laser were dependent

on the TI structure present in the laser. The particular structure could either improve or deteriorate

the laser performance. Overall, RTA is an approach to improve the performance of InP based QD

lasers drastically, if the emission wavelength shift is disregarded. However, this is a rather complex

problem for TI QD lasers. Since the band alignment of the TI QD laser at hand is tuned almost

optimally for efficient tunneling, the competing mechanisms cannot improve the performance of

the laser similarly as for the QD laser by increasing the applied RTA temperature. Contrary to this,

a highly detuned TI QD laser might benefit from RTA treatment. Unfortunately, the difficulty to have

the structure optimally tuned as well as the emission at the proper wavelength is very high. This

becomes even more challenging by the limited exact reproducibility of the QD structures due to

their statistical nature and the resulting emission shift for a given RTA temperature. Hence, this

approach might be burdensome to apply in practice. In order to avoid an energy misalignment,

diffusion processes need to be suppressed as good as possible by limiting the annealing tempera-

ture to 680 ◦C. This allows a significant reduction of the defect concentration and an improvement

of the static performance. However and very unfortunate, post growth emission wavelength ad-

justments or an optimization of the energy band alignment between QDs and TI QW GSs cannot

be done reliably utilizing this technique.
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